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FOREWORD

This report, prepared in response to AID Work Assignment
No. 35-2, is a compilation of abstracts, summaries, and
extracts on new Soviet geodetic instruments. It is
based on Soviet and Soviet-bloc open-source materials
available at the Aerospace Insormation Division and the
Library of Congress. Titles of Soviet monographs are
transliterated, followed by the English translation.
Library of Congress call numbers are included at the end
of an entry when the item is cataloged and available in
the collections of the Library. Soviet abstracts used in
compiling this report are cited following original source
entries. The data are arranged by general types of in-
struments and by specific instruments within groups.
Tentative evaluations made by members of the staff of the
Aerospace Information Division and partial translations
or abstracts of papers giving Soviet evaluations of these
instruments are presented. Supporting evidence is sup-
plied in the form of translations or abstracts or papers
describing field investigations and their results, and
research and deve 1 opment of individual instruments
or components. Photographs of major instruments and
diagrams of their electrical, optical, and me c ha ni cal
systems have not been included in this paper butare avail-
able for nearly all the devices described.
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SOVIET GEODESY, CARTOGRAPKY, AND INSTRUMMATION

NEW GEODETIC INSTRUMITS

INTRODUCTION

Ba8es for Selection of a Mterial

This report covers a selective cross section of the principal
geodetic instruments used currently in the Soviet Union. Emphasis
has been placed on instruments used for the higher orders of tri-
angulation and leveling. No attempt has been made to provide a
complete listing and description of all of the geodetic instruments
used either in current operations or in earlier periods during
which all, or almost all, of the USSR geodetic control data avail-
able in the United States were determined.

In selecting materials for this paper, the term "now* has
been considered to have the following possible connotations:
1) new in the sense of the most recent; 2) innovations which
obviously differ from instruments widely used either in operational
principle or design or merely In the addition of new or improved com-
ponents; or 3) instruments described by the Soviets as new."

Types of instruments described in this paper include such
conventional equipment as astronomic universals, theodolites, a
phototheodolite, major levels, tac-hymeters, optical-mechanical
range finders and the more recently developed, favored, and adopted
light and radio range finders (Geodimeter- and Tellurometer-type
instruments). Many instruments used extensively, directly or in-
directly, in geodetic operations have been omitted from this com-
pilation, e.g., gravimeters and magnetometers in the geodetic-geo-
physical field, and aerial survey cameras and associated photo-
grametric equipment used to extend geodetic control (multiplex,
stereocomparators, rectifiers). There is sufficient open litera-
ture on each of these Instruments to prepare a report similar to
the present paper should such a compilation be requested.

Additional information includes analogous descriptions of some
of the types of geodetic Instruments used and/or produced in the
Soviet-bloc countries, chiefly Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and,
especially, East G*ermany which acquired the former Zeiss Optical
Company in Jena. No attempt has been made to compile a comprehen-
sive report. Representative samples were selected because the
information was readily available. Such descriptions frequently
provide a body of information which can be used in comparing inves-
tigations of the ame or similar instruments, and an insight into
the role played by geographical or other physical conditions on the
types of instruments developed or selected as being of maximum value
in particular areas.



Summary Evaluation of Soviet Geodetic Inetruments

Any evaluation of geodetic instruments made without access to
the Instruments themselves must, perforce, be tentative. Descrip-
tions of instruments, optical and mechanical components, conditions
at field test sites, methods and procedures of investigations, and
analyses of results must be taken at face value and Judged without
first-hand knowledge of these factors, the quality of the training
and competence of Soviet operators, and many other conditions of
equal importance. Direct comparisons of instrument descriptions
and reported results of operations with comparable equipment used
In the United States are further complicated by the fact that the
term "order* as used In the United States is not identical to the
Russian term "klass" (which is translated as *order"). Throughout
this report, references made to the 'order' of measurements made
with Soviet instruments apply to Soviet standards and requirements
for "orders" of triangulation, polygonometry, etc. An English
translation of the current official regulations for establishing
geodetic networks of various orders in the Soviet Union is provided
in Appendix B of this report.

Study of open-source Soviet literature leads to the following
general conclusions relative to the present state of Soviet geodetic
instrumentation:

1. The Soviets obviously attach considerable importance to
geodetic problems in general, and to geodetic instrumentation in
particular. This is attested to by the impressive volume, scope,
and content of Soviet literature freely issued on these matters.
Unlike their geodetic data which, according to the writer's know-
ledge, they classify as secret, information on instrumentation and
field testing is readily available in many books, monographs, and
periodicals.

2. Soviet geodesists keep abreast of current foreign develop-
ments In geodetic instrumentation. This is evidenced by numerous
references in the literature to descript.ons of European and West-
ern instruments, reports of Soviet field tests of these instruments,
comparisons of results of tests made with Soviet and non-Soviet
instruments In Identical areas, and the use of these non-Soviet
Instruments in several types of geodetic operations In the USSR

3. Conventional instruments such as universals, theodolites,
and levels, used In the higher orders of triangulation and leveling
networks of the Soviet Union, appear to compare favorably, both in
quality and diversity, with similar equipment produced in the
West (taking into account the requirements and standards of accuracy
demanded by the Soviets in constructing triangulation, polygonometric,
and leveling nets). Possible exceptions are some types of Lenses,
and refinements In the instrumentation of small parts (quality of
tangent screws, filters, circle eccentricities, and similar components).
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4. Open-source literature examined to date (1959-1963) con-
tains no indication that the Soviet geodetic instruments currently
In use are revolutionary either in design or operational principle.
Improvements have involved attempts to refine lenses and to make
changes In rod facings, radio frequencies, illumination, and methods
of Indexing, In much the same manner as Western Instruments were evolved.

5. The only reference found to date In the open literature
describing a different principle In geodetio-instrument construc-
tion deals with the invention of a metallic level which the inven-
tor sugests would find application in geodetic and geophysical field
work (see Page 53 of this report). If this instrument has In fact
been investigated by Soviet geodesists for its possible application
to geodesy, no reference to it has been found in later publications.

Soviet Evaluation of the Status of Geodetic Instrumentation and
Geodetic Network Development in the USSR

The article which follows gives a recent authoritative state-
ment by a leading Soviet geodesist concerning the present status of
Soviet geodetic instrumentation and the future requirements for geo-
detic network 4evelopment in the Soviet Union. Portions of the ar-
ticle which relate to the purpose and scope of this report have been
translated and are included here as background Information.

Larin, B. A. New practices in topographic-geodetic operations.
Geodeziya I kartograflya, no. 5, 1962, 3-7. QB275.045

*At the present time the most important aspect . . . [of geo-
detic operations In the US) . . . is the construction of second-
and third-order astronomic-geodetic and supplemental networks. Un-
til recently such nets had been laid out almost exclusively by the
triangulation method and the lengths of the initial sides had been
determined from base networks or, under favorable conditions, di-
rectly measured with base-line apparatus using invar wires. With
the appearance of phased geodetic range finders, based on the
principle of the measurement of the time Involved in the propaga-
tion of eleotromWgnetio waves, the monopoly of the triangulation
method was destroyed and there is reason to assume that triangula-
tion operations eventually will be reduced. The use of precise
pulsed-light* and radio** range finders results in significant sav-
Ings and there is no doubt but that the primary effort in improving
geodetic operations will involve their use.

*0eci.1aeter-te ani.t * elbamter-type instrments.
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"Light and radio range finders which are capable of measuring
distances of from 25 to 30 km with high accuracy are required for
laying out astronomic-geodetic nets. Such range finders have now
been built. The domestic BOA pulsed-light range finder is capable
of measuring the initial sides for first-order triangulation and
polygonometry. When physicogeographical conditions are favorable,
the lengths or first-order polygonometric sides also can be de-
termined with the high-precision phased radio range finders devel-
oped by Soviet scientists . . . . In the next few years initial
sides will be measured more and more in many countries with range
finders Just as first-order polygonometric traverses will replace
chains of triangles of the same orders.

"The task of improving our light and radio range finders is
now before the developers. The first item on the agenda is to
improve the reliability of operation . . . . Improvements in
design should be directed toward reducing the electric energy re-
quired to power the instrument and, consequently, to reduce the
weight of the equipment. In improving radio range finders, the most
Important task is to use shorter wavelengths which reduce the effect
of topography and the underlying surface on measurement results
and thus increase their accuracy . . ..

"Light range finders also have been developed for use in
laying out second- and third-order networks. Foremost among these
instruments is the CBB-1 which for several years has been used to
measure the sides of polygonometric traverses. Also ready for pro-
duction is the CJW light range finder with an electronic presenta-
tion. This instrument assures high-precision measurements for
distances of 15 to 20 km. In 1962 the CAA model will be tested in
the field and in 1963 the first shipment will be issued to opera-
tional units. Further development of this instrument also will
be made to improve its reliability and to reduce the power required
for its operation ....

"Methods of measuring angles in triangulation are now well
defined and one must assume that in the next few years no basic
changes will be made in this type of geodetic operation. However,
we must still work on improving the design of angle-measuring
instruments. Currently, the basic triangulation instrument is
the TT 2/6 theodolite. The accuracy of this instrument in measuring
first-order triangulation and polygonometric angles is adequate,
but it is cumbersome and difficult to transport. Therefore, we
must build a lighter model which will still assure the required
accuracy of angle measurements. The first models of the TBO opti-
cal theodolite were built at the Experimental Plant of the Central
Scientific Research Institute of Geodesy, Aerial PhotcErphy and
Cartography. This theodolite was improved and in 19b2 a new TBO-2
theodolite model was investigated and tested, If this model meets
all requirements it will be put into production next year. in
addition, the OT-02 theodolite, now used to measure angles in con-
tinuous (unbroken) triangulation networks, is obsolete and requires
a corresponding degree of modernization.
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*In connection with the distribution of the astronomic-geodetic
network over the entire territory of the USSR, the problem of coordi-
nate control predominates, i.e., the establishment of several initial
stations, the geodetic coordinates of which will have to be obtained
with utmost precision from astronomic and gravimetric measurements.
This problem is theoretically solved. High-precision astronomical
instruments and methods of determining differences in latitude and
longitude are required for the practical solution of the problem, as
well as to determine the corresponding density of gravimetric stations.
There is every reason to assume that the problem of coordinate control
will be solved in the near future.

*In connection with the use of polygonometry for the construction
of the State geodetic base, a somewhat more important role is played
by Laplace azimuths because lateral displacement in polygonometric
traverses is considerably larger than longitudinal displacement. In
order to reduce lateral displacements, Laplace azimuths must be
determined, in some instances, every 100 km (one additional determin-
ation per link). Geodetic azimuths can be obtained directly without
resorting to the Laplace equation. Such a method was developed by
Soviet scientists and was first put into practice in 1961. The
AY 2/10 astronomic universal currently being used is obsolete and
must be modernized in the near future .

"No noteworthy changes are to be expected in the field of high-
precision leveling in the next few years with the exception of the
modernization of level design. The best prospects are for the design
of a level with a self-indexing line of sight. Many systems of com-
pensation for instrument tilt are being developed. However, our
optical-mechanical industry is producing almost no such instruments.
Use of levels of this type could noticeably accelerate productive
work in running third- and lower-order leveling lines, Economic
benefits to be derived by using such instruments for running first-
and second-order leveling lines will be lessened considerably

The following source contains critical evaluations by a
Soviet specialist of photoelectronic and photographic methods and
equipment used to determine geodetic positions in the USSR.

Yeliseyev, S. V. Fotoelektricheskiye i fotograficheskiye metody
opredelenlya napravleniya na tsel' primenitelno k geodezicheskim
instrumentam (Photoelectronic and photographic methods of determin-
Ing a direction to a target which are applicable to geodetic instru-
ments). Moskva, Geodezizdat, 1961. 72 p. (Moscow. 7sentral'nyy
nauchno-issledovatel'skiy institut geodezii, aerofotc:"yemk±
kartografii. Trudy, no. 143, 1961). Q275 N6u
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya, no. d,
1962, 8G 260. QB1.A17553
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Work carried out in 1954-1959 at the Central Scientific Re-
search Institute of Geodesy, Aerial Photography and Cartography in
the preparation and investigation of photographic and photoelec-
tronic equipment for geodetic instruments is described. Chapter I
gives a short review of the use of photorecording in geodetic
instruments and discusses the, parameters of the optical systems
of instruments used for mapping purposes and the requirements of
hotographic materials. The investigations showed that the film

ikrat-200" must have a resolution of 200 to 250 lines per milli-
meter, a sensitivity of the order of 20 to 30 units, and an in-
significant amount of graininess (in addition to the required
antiaureole emulsion). The design features of the equipment used
to record photographically the rod reading during leveling are
described. Also described are those used in photorecording the
positions of targets and the positions of the alidades of the
horizontal circles of theodolites developed at the Institute as
compared with those manufactured by other organizations. Photo-
recording precise levels are constructed in two models on the
basis of the Hnr or HB-2 levels,built at Aerogeopriboreand the
ODA camera. In the first model, in addition to the visual obser-
vations, the positions of the r o d a n d the graticle are photo-
graphed; in the second model, the position of the bubble of the
contact level is also photographed. Results of the investigations
were determined from a photogram for which a large instrument
microscope was used to make the measurements. The accuracy of the
measurements from the photogram for a single pointing on the. image
of the rod divisions is characterized by a mean square error of
+ 3 m, and with 10 setups, + 1 a, which corresponds to the error
6f reading the rod of 0.075-mm. The mean square error in relative
elevation (line of sight of 50 m) in photorecording the bubble of
the level and of the rod turned out to be 0.11 to 0.15 mm. The
investigations showed that the exposure time for existing photo-
graphic materials is still rather long and changes with Illumi-
nation. This circumstance produces difficulties in the practical
application of photorecording in leveling operations. The theod-
olite, in which the positions of the target and the alidade are
photorecorded, was constructed on the basis of the TT 2/6 theodolite
and was fitted out with two 0 cameras. The systew, for photo-
graphing a target has the following indices: equivalent focal
length of the objective of the telescope, 1200 mm; diameter of the
aperture of the objective, 60 mm; magnification of the auxiliary
optical system, x2; size of frame, 12 x 36 mm. The system for
photographing the horizontal circle gives a joint image of the
circle graduations, 1800 apart, in a position similar to that in
optical theodolites. The magnification ot the system is x5.3.
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A number of observations made with this theodolite are do-
sribed and the results of the tests are given. In the laboratory,
the mean square error of measuring angles amounted to + l.33, and
in the field to + 1".37. The accuracy of photorecordiiig the posi-
tion of the axis-of the theodolite's telescope is characterized by
a mean square error of 0.3 to 0".4 over distances of 2 to 10 km.
Exposure time varied from 0.5 to 2 sec. It is pointed out that the
accuracy of photorecording in triangulation depends to a consider-
able degree on the photographic materials used. Results of Inves-
tigations made with the aid of photorecording relative to personal
errors of observers in pointing the target on the bisectrix of the
graticle are cited. The mean value for coincidence of target rela-
tive to the center crosshair of the bisector as determined by three
observers amounted to + 3".5, + 0".9, and + 2".0.

Chapter II reviews the applications of photoelectronic apparatus
In geodesy, and provides a discussion of the principal circuits of
these instruments and the light flux and photocurrents at the output
of the photoelectric multiplier. A model of the photoelectric appa-
ratus, constructed by the Institute on the basis of the TT 2/6 theod-
olite, for use in pointing on a target, is described. The diameter
of the objective aperture of the sighting telescope is 60 mm with a
ring-shaped entrance pupil (inner diameter, 21 m) and an objective
having a focal length of 600 mm. The light-separation unit consists
of two glued prisms on the edges of which a mirror coating has been
applied. Either a photoelectric or visual pointing can be made de-
pending on the position of the prism unit. The VY-20 photoelectronic
multiplers are used as photoelectric receivers. The electrcnic part
of the equipment consists of two units -- the first contains the
photomultiplier and the first stage amplifiers in a 6X1B tube, and
the second contains the balance resonance amplifier and the output
stage of the amplifier. An electronic oscillograph or a telephone
receiver is used as an indicator. The light source Is a K-19 bulb
(6 v, 30 w), installed in the focus of the reflecting spherical
mirror in which the aperture diameter is 150 mm and the focal length
is 360 mm. The light flux is modulated with a frequency of 280 kilo-
cycles by a mechanical modulator produced by a .i-4 motor. The light
source and the electric motor are powered by a storage battery. When
the distance between the light sorce and the instrument is 20 km and
when the direction to the target changes by 0".1, the variation in
the light falling on the cathode of the photomultiplier amounts to
10- to 10 "40 lumen. A model of a target was made in the laboratory
from a collimator (f -- 250 m, diameter of objective -- 40 mm), in
the focal plane of which were installed circular diaphragms with
aperture diameters of 10 and 25 P , and rectangular diaphragms having
dimensionj of 20 x 100 P. The values of the light sources were
1.8 x l0- , 1.1 x 10-8, and 3.4 x 10-a lumen, respectively. In
pointing at a diaphragm-type target which had a diameter of 25 9, the
mean square error was approximately + 0".3, and on the rectangular



diaphragm, + 0".2. The investigation of the dependence between
errors of painting and the values of the light source demonstrated
that when there is a sixfold reduction of light from the target,
the mean square error of pointing is Increased by a factor of three
or four. When the Indlcatw is auditory (during the pointing at
the target the acoustical tone of the signal disappears) the mean
square error of the pointing as related to the shape of the image of
the target is found to be within the limits of + 0.29 to + 00.65.
When the observations are visual the man sqmasr error 1s+ 1.2 to
+ l:;4. It was concluded that the mean value in direction-(from
TO setups) is determined with a mean square error of + 0".1; per-
sonal errors of the bbservers apparently had no effecf on the re-
sults. Field tests of the Ohotoelectric apparatus *are run in 1958
under unfavorable meteorological conditions. At distances of 2.0
and 6.2 km the mean square error in direction (in one setup) amounted
to + 0.7 to + O.9. In the subsequent laboratory investigat'ons
it bicame clear-that the reasons for the lower accuracy for the field
measurements was the poor adjustment of the prisms of the optical
aseamblage.

Chapter III discusses the possibility Of increasing the accura-
c7 and sensitivity of the photoelectric equipment. It is pointed
out that the methods of storage, filtration, synchronous storage,
and correlation of reception can be used to distinguish between
noise (when present) and the signal. There is a short discussion of
each of these methods. A new photoelectric circuit is described In
which improved filtration Is achieved by introducing a cryetal c'r-
cult and a second resonance circuit into the signal potential cir-
cuit. An Integrating circuit with a constant time of two seconds is
connected in front of the microammeter. A voltage divider is intro-
duced into the circuit to control the transmitted signals. A phase-
sensitiv* detector was made of semiconductor diodes. The mean square
error of one pointing using the microammeter was within the range of
+ 0.12 to + Ow 19.
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GEODETIC INSTRMDTS

A. Astronomic Universals

The AY 2/10 qstrono'nic universal is thze instrument currently
most widely used in the Soviet Union for making observations of
Laplace stations, the end ztations of base lines, and the astro-
nomic~lly determined positions of independent geodetic netwoelrs. and
stat ions. The book cited below contains a chapter describing this
instrument in detail (including photographs and diagrams). The
following review of this chapter contains bri.6f descriptions of
some of the mechanical features and components of the optical
systems of the telescopes, eyepiecesand microscopes abet racted
from this source.

1. Grishin, B. S. The AY 2/10 astronomic universal instrument.
IN HIS: Yustirovka geodezichescih ir,..rumentov (Adjustment
of geodetic instruments). Moskva, Geodezizdat, 1962. 99-O04-

TA562.G7

General Des cri.ptimi

Horizontal circle
2 uicrobcepe micrmters: graduations of drm, 2

Vertical circle
2 sicroscopes vith 10" verniers
Diamater or gradated circle, 135 ;, SEllest, div"Iio, 5', read clockwise

main telescope, central, byrAn , external. focm
2-lena objective
Prim
PiJvatlag eyepiece aicrameter vith two interchmgsble eyepieces,9 rotatica 900

Reading telescope, straight
2-lens dbjective
Zypeplece equipped with micrometer (DWA sPecifications as those Of the
!Z 2/6 theodolite)

Iavele:
Striding levl: gmAustics, 2 -- 2".5 per 2
Wacott level: grad~atioQ15p 1.2 -- l'.# (an mai telescope)

Tavel at alidae or vertical circle: graduations, 6 -- 10"
Weot af instrmet, 35 kg,* 71 k9 inCluilag cse

The optical systems of the AY 2/30 are those of the main telescope,
the microscopes of the horizontal and vertical circles, and the reading
telescope.

Optical System of the Main !elescoe

2-am ojective
Prim
Eyepiece (graticle and~ eyepietce, with micrometer screv)
Dienfter of objective aperture 55 me
Resolution ot objective 2" .56
Focal 'earth of objective 450 ma
Pocal length of eyiepieces 10 me and 8 ma

0,er&3 aim' ifcations zZ45 and x56
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Diameter of exit pupil 1.2 and 1.0 .

Angle of field of view 0'54'
Focusing limits 5 = to oc
Distance of exit pupil 2.76 and !.4 m
Gratice (spider web): 9 fixed hairs and a movable

bisector and wire
Angular distance between wires 90"
Width of bisector 30"
Distance between bisector and the wires parallel to it 3-15"
Drum of eyepiece micrcmeter 100 ddvisioas
Value of graduations of drum i"

Eyepieces of micrcmeter, together with graticle,
rotata1ble by 906

Ang~f rotation set according to pw itic of circle, sector
Maximum tilt of telescope with stridin level attached

The optical systems or the horizontal circle and the reading

telescope are similar to the microscopes of the horizontal circle
and the reading telescope of the TT 2/6 theodolite (see page 11
of this report.

The optical system of the microscope of the vertical circle
consists of an objective, prism, scales, and an eyepiece. The
magnification of the microscope is x28; focal length of the ob-
jective, 30 mm; and the focal length of the eyepiece, 13.5 rim.
The field of view of the microscope (visible distance on the
circle) is 4 m., which corresponds to 3o 10' on the circle; the
distance of the exit pupil is 6.3 mm. The vernier scale of the
microscope is divided into 30 parts corresponding to 29 graduatiOons
of the circle.

- ./'w 'i n source ?s representative /fOh es-ts rf o
recent test on a new attach.ent fcr the AY-2/ carried c:,; t*, e
sta..ff of cne of the leading geodetic institutes in the Sovie: -/.n.
2. Kuznetsov, A. N. Longitude determination with the AY 2/'10

universal astronomic instrument in which star passages are
photoelectrically recorded. IN: Moscow. Moskovsgy Inst.
inzhenerov geodezri, aerofoto Nyemko ' kartografv. Trudy,
no. 48, 1961, 149-154. Qr275tgaoi 48
ABSTRACT: Re48,eratvny zhurnal. Astonomya i geodez7ya,

no. 9, 1962, 9G 49. QB 1.A17553

The N. A. Belyayev photoelectric attachment for the AY 2/ 10
astronomic-universal instrument is produced in the Experimental
Workshop of the Moscow Institute of Engineers of Gedo,' Aeral
Photography and Cartography. This instrument cons1 o a device to
record star passages photoelectrically by a radio receiver- ampli-
fier, and an undulator with a device to determine the delay of the
photoelectric device. The results of longitude dete..inations
made with this equipment at the Institut pavilion are given. The
mean square error fn the determination of time from one pair :
stars was + 0s 043. The .ean square errors in longitudes wit ..

- lo -
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weights determined from the inner convergence of longitudes, and
from clock corrections, were + O.016 and + O'.olS, respectively.
The difference between the assumed and the-derived value for the
longitude of the pillar of the pavilion was AX = -C.O05. The
results of the observations showed that there were no noticeable
systematic errors and the instrument was very accurate.

B. Theodolites

High-Precision Zoviet Instruments

3. Grishin, B. S. The TT 2/6 triangulation theodolite. IN MLS:
Yustirovka geodezicheskikh instrumentov (Adjustment of geo-
detic instruments). Moskva, Geodezizdat, 1962. 85-99.

TA562.G7

The TT 2/6 theodolite is a high-precision geodetic instru-
ment des.gned to measure horizontal angles and zenith distances
at first-order triangulation stations.

The readings of the horizontal circle are made with the aid
of two microscope-micrometers having drum graduations of 2", and
with a scaled microscope with estimations to 60. The principal
telescope is astronomic, straight, and central, with internal
focusing, and consists of a 2-lens objective, eyepiece micrometer,
and two interchangeable eyepieces. The reading telescope is astro-
nomic, straight, and consists ofa 2-lens objective and an eyepiece
equipped with a micrometer. The weight of the instrument Is 27 kg;
with packing case and canvas cover, 03 kg.

The TT 2/6 theodolite consists of four main parts: 1) a lower
part, including a tribrach with the horizontal cifcle and the ver-
tical axis and plate supporting two mlcroscope-micrometers as well
as the mount for the reading telescope; 2) an upper part, including
the main telescope, horizontal axis, and the vertical sector with
the scale microscope; 3) the striding level; and 4) the reading
telescope.

The optical system of the theodolite consists of a main tele-
scope, circle microscopes, a microscope of the vertical sector,
and a reading telescope. The optical system of the main telescope
consists of a 2-lens objective and an eyepiece. The gratiale and
eyepiece are controlled by the micrometer screw.
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BaBsic Ca teFi , o" the Main Telescope

Diameter of tixA free aperture of the objctive 0 me
Resotion of the objective 2.15
Focal length of the objective 50 M
Focal length of the eyeLeces 10 and 8m
Overall Smiication x52 a x65
Diameter of the exit pil 1.25 and I =
Angle of field of viev 0*431 and 0037'
Liits of focusing 5 to 00
Distance of exit pupil 4 and 3.2 -m
Spider-web raticle

Three horizontal vies
Mowable vertical bisector
Angular distance between wires 8' 15"
Width of bisector P

Dru at the eyepieee micrometer is sit ivided. into 100 parts
with graduations of 1

The optical system of the microscope of the circle consists of
the objective of the microscope, displacement prisms, and the eyepiece.
The graticle and eyepiece are controlled by the micrometer screw.

Pw nc&MIp characteristics of the Microsce-Micrometer of the Vertical Circle

Hapiaestio Z49
Focal, l&gt of the objective 28.2 -
Focal length of the eyepiece 20 sm
Field of view of microscopes 3.1 =

which, an the circle, corresponds to 1*371
Distm. of the exit pui 9.56 m
Drm of the mirometer is divid into 60 per t

2.5 tuna of the screw correspdng to the displacmmt
of the bisector In me in admtion of the circle

Vslm of one graduation of the micr eer drum 2"
Bisector: two pairs of splder-web wires

Distance between ms at t bisectors 4
Width of bisectws 53"
Fine adjustment screw of te alrcmter has a rm of 0.25 m

The optical system of the microscope of the vertical sector

consists of the objective, scales, and eyepiece.

PwiaGJe,1 Characteristics of the Microscope of the Vertical Sector

bifLicatcc of microscope z48
ftsal leangth of the objective 15.6 -
FoeIl t the eyepiece 0
FiM at view o the microscope m

corresponding, on the circle, to 209'

Distance of the exit ,,,.L1 4.3 M
Scale of the cros cope Is divided into 100 parts

Ten divisioas of the scale correspond to me division
of the sector

The optical system of the reading microscope consists of a
2-lens objective and an eyepiece. The graticle and the eyepiece are
controlled by the micrometer screw.
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Principal Characteristics of the ReadipA Telescoep

Diaeter of the free aperture of the objective 36
Resolution 4,,
Focal length of the objective 360
Focal length of the eyepiece 12 a
Overall magnification x30
Dimeter of exit pupil 1.2 m
Angle of field of viev 10
Limits of focusing 7 z. to -
Distance of exit pupil 8 a
Spider-veb graticle:

Two horizontal vins
Movable vertical bisector
Angular distance between wires 150"
Width of bisector 351"

Drum of the eyepiece alcrmeter is
subdivided into 100 parts
Value of dru divisions 1" .4

4. Grishin, B. S. The ThB optical theodolite. IN HIS: Vyse-o-
tochnyye opticheskiye teodolity (High-precision optical theo-
dolites). 2d ed., rev. Moskva, Geodezizdat, 1959. 90-129.

TA575.G74

The ThB theodolite is a light-weight, easy-to-operate, high-
precision geodetic instrument. Horizontal- and vertical-circle
images are read with the aid of the optical systems of the micro-
scope objectives in a single field of view of the reading micro-
scope whose eyepiece is aligned with the eyepiece of the telescope.
Circle readings are made with the aid of a single eyepiece micro-
meter with 1" values for the scale divisions. Tenths of seconds
are estimated by eye. The reading telescope in straight, astron-
omical, and internally focused. The horizontal and vertical cir-
cles are made of optical glass and the instrument Is equipped with
electric illumination. The theodolite weighs 10.5 kg; the case
(together with attachments), 7 kg; the tripod, 9 kg; and the cen-
tering plate, 4.5 kg. The optical plummet has a magnification of
xl.25, a field of view of 8, and a viewing distance of from 0.2
to 7.2 m.

The optical system of the ThE theodolite consists of the fol-
lowing: optical system of the telescope, optical system of the
objective of the microscope of the horizontal circle, optical sys-
teem of the objeotive of the microscope of the vertical circle,
optical system of the micrometer, optical system of the reading
microscope, the optical plummet, and the horizontal and vertical
circles.

The optical system of the telescope consists of a complex ob-
Jective, the "graticle", and two interchangeable eyepieces. The
basic characteristics of the telescope are: magnifications of
telescope, x34 and x48; angle of field of view, 114' and 0051' 30";
focal leuwfh of objective, 259 -m; equivalent focal length of ob-
jective, 581 mm; diameter of the aperture of the objective, 60 mm;
lilt of focus, 10 m tooo ; focal length of eyepiece, 11.25 mm and
8 mm; magnifications of eyepiece, x22 and x31; field of view of the
erepiece, 390 and 40"; and diameter of the exit pupil, 1.75 mm and
1.25 m.
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The object.- zt of the telescope consists of the objective
itself and a focusing lens (component of two lenses). The graticle
consists of two cemented plane-parallel plates, one of which contains
the cross-hairs. The Interchangeable eyepieces are orthoscopic and
consist of a cemented, three-lens collective and an eyepiece. The
graticle can be rotated horizontally and vertically.

The optical system of the eyepiece of the micrometer of the
horizontal circle consists of an illuminating prism with a con-
denser, alidade prisms with a transmitting system of lenses, in-
verting prisms, and an objective with x3.05 magnification.

The optical system of the objective of the vertical-circle
microscope consists of an illumination prism with condenser, an
alidade prism with a transmitting system of lenses, a unit of
prisms, an objective with a magnification of x3.82, prisms, collective,
and inverting prisms.

The horizontal and vertical circles are illuminated with
the aid of mirrors. The illumination system consists of electric
bulbs and condensers. Light falling from the bulbs on the metal-
lic mirror illuminates the cross-hairs of the telescope.

The optical system of the micrometer Is so constructed that
the images of the graduations of the horizontal and vertical cir-
cles, as well as of the scale graduations and index of the microm.-
eter, are in a single plane and can be read through the reading
microscope.

The optical system of the micrometer consists of immovable
wedges, a unit of analyzer prisms, micrometer scales, and plane-
parallel plates with a diaphragm.

The reading microscope consists of a collective, the prisms
of the reading microscope, the objective, and the eyepiece. The
microscope is common to the optical systems of the microscopo;
objectives of the horizontal and vertical circles, since both
objectives are focused In a single plane which passes through the
line of separation of the unit of analyzing prisms and perpendic-
ular to the axis of the collective of the reading microscope.
The magnification of the reading microscope is x16. 6, and the
overall magnification of the microscopes of the horizontal
circle is x50.5, and that of the vertical circle is x63.5. The
field of view of the reading microscope of the horizontal and
vertical circles is 20 (in divisions of the circle).

The optical plummet consists of prisms, an objective, and
an eyepiece. The graticle is attached to the first lens of the
eyepiece.
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The o , and vertical circles of the ThB are made of
optical glass. Tne diameter of the circle on which the divisions
are imprinted is 125 + 0.05 mm for the horizontal circle, and
100 + 0.05 - for the-vertical circle. The total error of the
diameters of the horizontal circle does not exceed + 2"; the smal-
lest division of the circles is 20' (if the circle Ts divided into
400 grads, the smallest division Is 2 0 c); the thickness of the
graduations of the circle is 0.01 -1 0.00mm. The tolerance for
eccentricity of circle divisions t& the center aperture of the
circle is of the order of 0.1 mm, and does not exceed 20" for non-
parallelism in the flat surfaces of the circles.

Tne scale of the eyepiece micrometer is designed so that a
displacement of 10' of the image of the circle graduations corres-
ponds to shifting the scale 600 divisions in the field of view of
the reading microscope (length of scale, 55 mm). If the circles
are divided into 3600, the scale is subdivided into 600 divisions,
the value of a scale division being 1', and if the circle is
subdivided into 40O, the scale is subdivided into 1000 divisions,
with the value cf one division being lc .

The eyepiece micrometer is designed for reading the horizon-
tal and vertical circles. The circles are subdivided every 20'.
The micrometer scale has 600 divisions of 1" each. When shifting
the scale, each division corresponds to 10' at all distances.

5. Grishin, B. S. The OT-02 theodolite. IN HIS: Vysokotochnyye
opticheakiye teodolity (High-precision optical theodolites).
2d ed., rev. Moskva, Geodezizdat, 1959. 7-21.

TA575.074

The OT-O2theodolite is small, hermetically sealed, light weight,
and easy to use in making observations in rough terrain, It is built
by the "Aerogeoinstrument 4 Plant and is designed for high-order tri-
angulation work, Third-class astronomic determinations also can be
made with this instrument,

The horizontal and vertical circles are made of glass; the op-
tical systems of the microscopes of the horizontal and vertical
circles transmit the inverted images of the graduations of the
circles into the field of view of the reading microscope; and,
instead of several microscope-micrometers, there is one eyepiece
miorometer.

The distinguishing feature of this theodolite Is that the
images of the graduations of the horizontal and vertical circles
are viewed with the aid of the optical systems of the objectives
of the microscopes of the horizontal and vertical circles in one
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field of view of the reading microscope, the eyepiece of which is
located in line with the eyepiece of the telescope. The readings
are made with the aid of one eyepiece micrometer, the graduations
of the second disk being 0"2. The telescope is astronomic,
straight, central, and internally focused. The instrument as-
sures normal operations at temperatures ranging from -25* to
+50*C. It is electrically illuminated.

The packing case is 233 -m in diameter and 420 mm high; the
weight of the instrument, without centering plate, is 10.8 kg and
with it, 14.8 kg. The tripod weighs 8 kg, and the centering
plate 4.18 kg,

Two levels are mounted on the instrument: 1) the level of the
alidade of the horizontal circle, which is used to rotate the
instrument's axis to the plumb position; and 2) the centering
level, which is operated by a tangent screw on the side of the
vertical circle. The value of a division of the level is 6 to
7" per 2 mm. The level of the a11dade of the vertical circle is
connected with the centering level. The value of a division of
the level is 10 to 121? per 2 mm.

The optical system of the telescope consists of an objective,
the "graticle," and one of three interchangeable eyepieces. Its
basic characteristics are: length of telescope, 265 mm; magnifi-
cation of telescope, x24, x30, and x40; angle of field of view,
1040', 1°20', and 10; diameter of exit pupil, 2.5 mm, 2.0 mm, and
1.5 mm; equivalent focal length of objective, - 350 mm; diameter
of the aperture of objective, 60 m; resolving power of objective,
2".4; angular distance of bisector of wire, 35"; and the focusing
limit, from 5 m to a. The objective consists of the objective
itself (3 lenses) and a two-lens focusing component. The graticle
consists of two plane-parallel plates, on one of which the cross-
hairs are affixed, and on the otner the diaphragm. The inter-
changeable eyepieces are symmetrical and consist of four lenses.
The focal lengths of the eyepieces are 14.6 mm, 11.7 mm, and
8.6 mm.

The optical system of the objective of the microscope of the horizon-
tal circle consists of the illumination system, the alidade prisms,
an objective with fourfold magnification, and interchangeable prisms.
In the illuminating system, the prism, condenser, and alidade prisms
for both sides of the circle are 'so constructed that the graduations
of the circle are illuminated and their images transmitted simttl-
taneously through the objective or the microscope of the hoi'izontal
circle. The horizontal and vertical circles are illuminated, ro-
tated, and tilted with the illuminated mirror or condenser, The
second disk of the eyepiece micrometer is illuminated simultaneously
with the circles,
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The optical system of the objective c the micrwpe of the vertical
circle consists of the illumination system, the alidade prisms,
an objective with a threefold magnification, an interchangeable
prism, cover glass, and inverting prism.

The illuminating system of the vertical circle consists of
prisms, a condenser, and alidade prisms. TheU construction pro-
vides for the simultaneous illumination of the circle graduations
and the transmission of their images through the first component
of the objective of the microscope of the vertical circle. Prisms
have been inserted in the transmission system which transmit light
to a metal mirror thereby illuminating the graticle.

The optical system of the micrometer is constructed to reduce
the images of the graduations of the horizontal and vertical circles,
as well as the images of the graduations of the second disk and
index micrometer to a single plane in which they are viewed through
the reading microscope. The illumination system consists of plane-
parallel platee, analyzer unit, prisms, inverters of the images of
circle graduations, the second disk, and illuminating prisms.

The reading microscope consists of a collective, prisms, an
objective, and an eyepiece. The reading microscope is common to
the optical systems of the objectives of the microscopes of the
horizontal and vertical circles since both objectives give an image
in the plane of the analyzer unit. The magnification of the reading
microscope is x9.3 and the overall magnification of the microscope
for the horizontal circle is x37, and for the vertical circle x2b.
The field o view of the reading microscope is 8 mmx 3.8 mm, which
corresponds to 10401 on the horizontal circle and to 3*20' on the
vertical circle.

The exit pupil of the microscope is 25.5 mm from the horizon-
tal circle and 25,0 mm from the vertical circle. The diameter of
the exit pupil is 1.7 mm for the microscope of the'horizontal cir-
cle and 16 mm for the microscope of the vertical circle.

The horizontal and vertical circles of the OT-CG2 theodolite are
fabricated from BK-10optical glass. The tolerance "on the wedge" of
the horizontal circle is 23, and its flat surfaces are characterized
by the values AN - 0.3 and N - 1. The diameter of the circle on
which the graduations are imprinted is 135 mm for the horizontal
circle, and 90 mm for the vertical circle. The smallest division
on the horizontal circle is 4', and 8' for the vertical circle
The thickness of the graduations is from 6 to 7 4 on the horizon-
tal circle and from 7 to 8 4 on the vertical circle. The total
error in the diameter must not be more than + l".5 in the horizon-
tal circle and not more than + 2".5 in the virtical circle.
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The second disk is made of optical glass 22 mm in diameter and
2 mm thick. The diameter of the circle on which the graduations
denoting the inner ends of the graduations of the second disk are
represented is 20 mm. In the disk there is an opening for the axis
of the cam which is 8 mm in diameter. The arc of the disk has been
graduated for 3500 (sic], and subdivided into 600 parts with values
inscribed every 10 divisions from 1, 2, 3, to 60. In addition, on
both sides of the working area of the disk there are 4 graduations.
The width of the graduations of the second disk is 0.01 + G02 mm.

The eyepiece micrometer is used to make the readings of the
horizontal and vertical circles. The horizontal circles are sub-
divided into 4' divisions. The disk of the second micrometer has
600 divisions whereby one turn of the second disk corresponds to
2'. Consequently, the value of a division on the second disk equals
0".2.

Medium-Accuracy Soviet Instruments

6. Blyumin, M. A. The TT-4 theodolite. Geodeziya I kartografiya,
no. 3, 1962, 25-32. QB275.G45

The TT-4 Is a medium-accuracy optical Instrument designed to
measure horizontal and vertical angles, to determine astronomic and
magnetic azimuths, and to measure distances with a cross-haired
range finder. It is a repeating-type instrument. One of its basic
features is that readings are made only on one side of the circle
with an optical hystem. The images of the horizontal and vertical
circles and of the scale of the eyepiece micrometer are viewed simul-
taneously in the field of view of the reading microscope. The
eyepiece of the reading microscope is set in line with the eyepiece
of the telescope.

The instrument has glass circles, is equipped with a compass of
the oriented type, has an eyepiece shade for observing tall targets,
is centered optically, and is electrically Illuminated. Circle
readings are made by setting the closest graduation in the bisector
of the microscope (degrees and thirds of degrees) and the index of
the eyepiece micrometer (minutes less than 20, and seconds).

The mean square error of the horizontal circle is me - + 20.3
that of the vertical circle is + 2n.6. The dead rate of the eye-
piece micrometer is +2N.3. The-run of the microscope is +6'i.9 for
the horizontal circle and +7".4 for the vertical circle.
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The TT-4 has no vertical-circle alidade in the true sense of
the word. The reading line is horizontalized with respect to the
tilt of the microscope, since the set screw of the vertical circle
is directly connected with the microscope mounting.

Field tests on nine TT-4 theodolites compared in
part with resuits obtained with an OT-02 theodolite:

1. The reading device of the instrument is very precise. This
leaves the necessity of building the TT-4 with a repeater open to
question since the use of the repetition method with a sufficiently
accurate reading system i& unsuitable. The high precision of the
reading device + 2") does not correspond to the accuracy of the
theodolite (+ 8T. With the TT-4,a reading device of the scaled-
microscope type would be advantageous since it would simplify its
design considerably.

2. There is no need to maintain the usual tolerances for
variation in the double collimation error in one setup when meas-
uring horizontal distances with the TT-4. The collimation error
is obtained as the difference between two single readings, and the
variation in eccentricity, which amounts to 2 (fa + fc ), is always
added to the change in value 2c. A variation in the 2c value
within 2' should be considered normal.

3. Polygonometric-traverse angles should be measured as
follows to offset the effect of free play in the vertical axis:
measure the angle directly in the first half-set and its comple-
ment, to 3600 -' the second, In both half-sets the alidade should
be rotated in one direction only. Then the alidade is rotated
in the opposite direction. An accuracy of 1:1000 can not be main-
tained In measuring theodolite traverses.

4. The iuality of the image for short distances was good.
Forty - -. a clear image was difficult to
obtai n ,al 4 01 tne tn,uolites gave clear images). This is
considered one of the fundamental drawbacks of this instrument,

5. In centering the bubble of the level of the vertical
circle, the screw always must be turned in one direction.

6. In order to offset the effect of the eccentricity of the
alidade and circle on the accuracy of the measurements, horizon-
tal angles should be determined for two positions of the circle.

7. The TT-4 is not adaptable for working from geodetic towers.
For this purpose a nonmetallic metal plate will have to be designed
as accessory equipment.
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8. The adjustment nuts of the tangent screws loosen spon-
taneously and the inyws begin to wobble in both sockets. There-
fore, a special locking device must be installed.

9. The TT-4 is prized by field men who believe that it can
completely replace the TT-50 and the TT-5. The TT-4 measures angles
more accurately and is easier to operate. It can be used to deter-
mine the coordinates of intersected and resected stations at dis-
tances of from 3 to 10 km. Its optical quality, however, needs
improvement.

7. Dudin, A. F. A theodolite. Author's Certificate No 129831,
class 42 s, "l- r-'lleten' izobretenly, no. 1, 1960.
ABSTRACT heferativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 3, 1961, 30 265P. QBl.A17553

A theodolite is described which has a hollow, conical, ver-
tical axis. This design permits pointing the telescope at any
angle of inclination. Steep inclines can be surveyed without in-
troducing corrections for direction and angles. The telescope
of the theodolite is removable and can be reassembled in camp.

Low- to Medium-Accuracy Hungarian Instruments

8. Halmos, Ferenc. Determination of the principal characteristics
of the MON Te-Dl tachymeter theodolite. Geod6zia gs kartografia,
v. 14, no. 1, 1962, 12-21. TA5Ol.G3b
ABSILRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 7, 1962, 7G 234. QBl.A17553

The MOM Te-Dl tachymeter theodolite is manufactured by the
Hungarian People's Establishment of Optical Instruments and has
the following characteristics: mean square error (mae) in read-
Ing the horizontal circle using the eyepiece micrometer, + 9.7w
(+ 3".3); mee when pointing + 7.3ee(+ 2"..); mse when measuring
dtrection In one setup, + 16.5c(+ ;.); maximum eccentricity of
the horizontal circle, +-20.8cC(+"6 .4), and of the vertical circle
+ 28.90C( 9

9%6); accuracy of distance measured with the special
stadia rod supplied with the instrument, + 5 to + 8 cm/100 m; cen-
tering accuracy of the instrumen% 0.1 mm; and the ms of an angle
measured with two positions of the telescope at stations of poly-
gonometric traverse, + 2.cc(+ 8").
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9. Halmos, Ferenc. Investigation of the errors of the circle
graduations of low- and medium-accuracy theodolites. Acta
technica akademiae scientiarum hungaricae, v. 37, no. 1-2,
1961, 23-45. T4.M323
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronmiya i geodeziya,
no. 8, 1962, 8G 258. QB1.A17553

Various methods of inscribing graduations on circles are de-
scribed, with emphasis on the photographic method used in the prep-
aration of the glass circles for the theodolites manufactured by
the Hungarian MOM Optical Establishment. The causes of errors in
circle graduations inscribed by the photographic method are dis-
cussed. The author considers the principal causes for error to be
uneven shrinkage of tie photoemulsion (causing errors of up to 2"),
errors in the graduation of the model circle, imperfections in
polishing the circle of the model and the circle being graduated,
noncoincidence of centers of rotation of the circles, and defor-
mation of the circle caused by "ageing" (to lessen glass deforma-
tion, glass is artificially aged). The investigations of the errors
of the circle graduations of the MOM Te-D1 theodolites are des-
cribed.

In order to make the investigation more precise, the usual
micrometers of these theodolitesi(reading accuracy, 6") were re-
placed by micrometers whose reading accuracies were. 1". The mean
square error in the measurement of an angle in one setup computed
from 300 observations using the Te-D1 theodolite with the new
micrometers amounted to + 1". 5. The errors in the diameters of
the circles were tested Fy the Heuvelink method. The Fourier
series was used to process the results of the observations (re-
taining four terms). Formulas used to compute the coefficients
of the Fourier series and to evaluate the accuracy of the results
obtained are given. The values of the coefficients werc determined
from nomograms. In ohe Te-D1 theodolite, the mean square value of
the error of the diameter amounted to + l".5, and the mean square
accidental error of the graduations amiounted to + 0".7; in another
model these errors were + 0".8 and + 0".2, respectively. These
errors are entirely acceptable for Nedium-accuracy theodolites.
To investigate the circle graduations of the Gamma TeE theodolite
(reading accuracy, 30"), a special attachment was used which made
the direct measurement of the angle between circle graduations
possible. The measurements were made every 100 for the entire
circle. Each angle was measured five times. The deviation from
the mean of the five measurements varied within the limits of
+ 0".6 to + 1.o4 . The mean square accidental error in the gradu-
itions of 'he Te-E circles amounted to + l.6.
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10. The Te-Cl universal theodolite. Feingeritetechnik, v. 10,
no. 7, 1961, 334. Q184.F37
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 10, 1961, 10G 229. Q .A17553

Principal technical data are presented for the Hungarian
NON Te-Cl theodolite. The magnification of the telescope is
x30; the rie.ac'L'z is 10201; the intercept of the range find-
er is 100; the sho.zc~ pointing distance is 2 m; and the mag-
nification of the reading microscope is x24. The theodolite cir-
cles are made of glass and are graduated every 20'. The eyepiece
micrometer is graduated every 10" and has a reading accuracy of
1". The accuracy of the coincidence of the end of the level bub-
ble is 1". The weight of the instrument is 5.3 kg.

11. The small Te-E4 theodolite. Feingertetechnik, v. 10, no. 7,1961, 334. Q184.F37
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 10, 1961, 100 230. QBL.A17553

Principal technical data are provided for the small Hungarian
NON Te-E4 theodolite designed for construction and exploratory
operations. The magnification of the telescope is x16; the diam-
eter of the free aperture of the objective is 25 mm; the stadia
intercept Is 100; the shortest pointing distance is 1.5 m; both
circles are graduated every 5'; and the reading accurac,7 is 30".
The sensitivity of the circular level is 5', and the sensitivity
of the cylindrical level on the vertical circle is 30" (per 2 mm).
The instrument fits into a metal case. The dimensions of the
instrument are 136x146x192 mm. The weight of the Instrument in-
cluding the case is 4.5 kg.

East German Theodo2ite

12. The small Theo 120 theodolite of the Zeiss People's Establish-
ment. Fluchtstab, 1961, v. 12, no. 5-6, 66-68.
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 11, 1961. 11G 272. QI .A17553

The German Democratic Republic has issued a Theo 120 theod-
olite. The Instrument's reading microscope, which simultaneously
produces the image of both circles, is located on the side of the
telescope stand and can be sot in any posltlon convenient
for operation. The horizontal circle can by connected to the ali-
dade with a clamp, which transforms the Instrument into a repeating
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theodolite. The instrument is centered by means of its telescope,
set in a vertical position. The tolescope'a magnification i1 x16,
its objective aperture is 32 m, its field of view is 2*6', its
length is 125 a, and its shortest sighting distance Is 0.9 m. A
reversible level with a division value of 2'/2 mm Is attached to
the telescope. The Pange-finder greticle with stadia intercepts
of 50 and 100 1 s arranged for observations on horizontal and verti-
cal rods. The graticle has an additional circle for azimuthal ob-
servations of the sun. The circles are made of glass, 62 ma in
diameter; their smallest division Is 100 (or 10'). Estimations of
the index are to 10 (or 1'). The microscope's magnfication is x19.
The Instr ent Is packed in a metal case and weighs 2.8 kg. The
mean square error of a direction measured (using one setup) is + 20".

C. Range Finders

13. Zelener V S., and K. A. Dabloyants. Experience in the use
of the fAJv3range finder. Geodeziya i kartografiya, no. 11,
1962, 38-40. Q9275. G45

The A3 (Differentsial'nyy Dal'nomer 3) differential optical
range finder was found adequate to provide horizontal control for
engineering operations at a scale of 1:1000. The instrument was
field tested for three years at the Rostov Branch of the All-Union
State Institute for the Design and Planalng of Electrical Equip-
ment for Beat Esginoelug Installatin. (Toploelektroproyekt) where
it was used to measure horizontal co4Mbl lines and to determine
the coordinates of the corners of structure foundations.

During an engineering survey undertaken in 1960-1961 to provide
1:1000 plans for a heat and power station and a 1:500 plan for an
underground utility area, 61 lines were measured exclusively with
the A3 attachment. A total of 1517 lnstrument-to-rod measurements
were made from 65 stations; 76 of tKifse were made with an ordinary
tape and 141 with the =3 optical range finder. The Aa3 reduced
the number of theodolite traverses in the network, since the mean
vector length of the = is approximately 60 m and that of a tape
is 20 m; the total length of theodolite traverses plotted was 4 km.
led a tape.ben used, 9 to 10 ks of theodolite traverses would have
been noessary. Measurements with the.,3 are made to the second,
rather than the fourth, order of difficulty; measurements can be
made after a heavy rain when terrain conditions prevent the use of
the tape. The cost of operations is reduced almost three times.
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It Is recommended that the following conditions be observed
in using the AA3 range finder:

1. A special base should be established for checking an in-
strument with the A43 attachment. The range-finder intercept must
be set at 100 to check Intercept stability. The base line should
be protected from the wfind, and the distane between zero points
on the scale (19.5 m) should be checked regularly against standard
tapes. In staking the base, an odd number of unequal segments
satisfy the requirements for determining the intercept for the
rahge finder, and obviate the necessity for supplementary adjust-
ments in the base.

2. In measuring lines with the UA3 using vertical rods it is
necessary to determine the angle of inclination by pointing the
cnter crosehair on the rod graduations to read off distances. A
zero position of + 17' (the value algebraically assigned to each
angle of inclinatron).is established on the vertical circle.

3. Each operator must be equipped with tables of correction
values for the inclined lines.

4. For distances of Im than 20 m, readings from the rod are
difficult and the Instructions recommend that they be made with
the usual wired range tinder with the range-finder shade pulled
out. However, in practice this guarantees neither accuracy nor
convenience of operation. In measuring short distances it is
best to use scales with centimeter divisions. Thus far the usual
millimeter rule has been used by simply aligning it with the rod
at the observation station. It is suggested that the rule be
attached to the rod so that it can be moved along one or both
of the rod's edges.

14. Beschasnyy, 0. K. A range finder with an inclined wedge.
IN: Sbornik statey po voprosam marksheyderaiowo dela, vypo
37 (Collection of articles on mining affairs, r. 37), Lenin-
grad, 1959. 179-185.
ADSRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 1, 1961, 10 283. QBl.A17553

An optical range finder developed by the author at the All-
Union Scientific-Research Institute of Mining Engineering is de-
scribed. Essentially, the new range finder is an attachment to the
reading telescope of a theodolite. This attachment Is equipped with
an achromatic wedge placed in front of the objective ana incined
at a certain angle to the sighting axi.- of the telescope. The
inclined wedge, fastened in a metal ring by means of two cylindri-
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cal petals, covers the central zone of the objective and forms a
constant parallactic angle of 34' 23". The rod of the range finder
is equipped with a reversed vernier, the length of which, in accord-
ance with the magnification of the wedge, is 1/110th part larger
than the nominal. Exact coincidence of the vernier graduations
with those of the rod is achieved by inclining the telescope. The
first two figures read are those on the rod, the remaining three
are from the vernier scale, utilizing the center crosshair of the
telescope. In measuring vertical angles the upper crosshair of
the graticle is pointed on the: upper graduation of the displaced
image of the vernier, which assures the coincidence of the sight-
ing axis with the bisectrix of the parallactic angle. To obtain
ground distance, a correction Is introduced Into the distance
readings. In measuring 20- to 100-m distances using an experi-
mental model of the range finder, a mean relative error of
1:3900 was obtained. It is pointed out that in comparison with
the differential range finder the optical scheme and the design
of the device offered here is simpler, the quality of the rod
image is better because of a reduction in the magnification of the
wedge, and there is greater constancy in the parallactic angle.
It is not possible, however, to obtain an intercept of the order
of 200 with an Inclined wedge.

15. Beschasnyy, G. K. A double-image wedge range finder with
a telescope micrometer. Author's Certificate No. 125897.
Byulleten' izobreteniy, no. 2, .496 0. T285.A32
ABSTRACT: Referativn~y zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 4., 1961, 40 276P. QBI.A17553

A double-image geodetic range finder designed as an attach-
ment to the objective part of the telescope of the instrument is
described. A constant parallactic angle Is produced by an achro-
matic wedge covering one half of the objective; the second half
of the objective is represented by the telescope lens which acts
as an eyepiece micrometer. The wedge and the lens are housed In
an overall mounting which can be tilted within small limits on ball
bearings by means of screws. The body of the attachment rests on
the end of the mounting of the objective at three points, assuming
a constant position during repeated setups. A special feature
of the proposed range finder, according to the author, is the sep-
aration of the work of the eyepiece micrometer from the function
of the construction of the parallactic angle. This simplifies the
computation of the optical system, facilitates the conversion of one
stadia intercept to another, and increases the accuracy of the
distance measurements.
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16. Agroskin, A. I., and B. A. Golovatskly. Scaled range finder.
IN: Novosibirsk. Novosibirskiy institut inzhenerov geodezil,
aerofotos"yemki i kartografii. Trudy, no. 14, 1961, 95-103.
ABSTRACT. Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 2, 1962, 2G 226. QB1.A17553

A scaled range finder used with rods of invariable lengths
is described. The range finder is designed to determine distance
measurements in theodolite traverses and analytical networks laid
out in accordance with the principles of linear triangulation.
The distinguishing feature of the range finder is that there is a
proportional scale in the focal plane of the internal-focusing
telescope which is adjusted by a precise micrometer screw. A model
of the scaled range finder which utilized a TT-50 theodolite as
a base, the telescope of an HT level, the scale from the AHB-2 range-
finder attachment, and the micrometer of the reading telescope of
a 5" universal, was built at the Novosibirsk Institute of Engineers
of Geodesy, Aerial Photography and Cartography. A vertical section
to determine angles of inclination was attached to the range-finder
telescope. The scale with the micrometer can be installed in either
a horizontal or vertical position. This makes it possible to
measure distances from the horizontal or vertical rods. The method
of operating the range finder is described and its constants de-
termined. Measurements of the length of a polygonometric side
made with the raftsge finder are compared with those made with
invar wires. The data obtained indicate that the accuracy of
distance measurements made with the range finder is not less than
1:1400. It is suggested that the accuracy of this range finder
can bb increased by using an eyepiece micrometer.

17. Nedesheva, L. P. Techniques of computing distances measured
by range finders equipped with the ZHB-2, AHT and AHT-2 attach-
ments, IN Moscow. Moskovskaya sel'slrokhozyaystvennaya
akademiya im, K, A. Timiryazeva. Doklady, no. 74, 1962,
365-374 S13.M5573
ABSTRACT Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no, 11, 1962; 11G 86. QB1oA17553

The inadequacies of the tables for computing distances
measured with the RHB range finder attachment compiled by S A. kgelc .and
A.I. Wamne indicated. New tables for computing distances deter-
mined with these instruments are proposed. The tables are :in two
parts and covcr 25 pages.

The value D-,= 10,000/p is selected (P is the parallactic angle
expressed in scale divisions) and multiplied with a computer by
k/10,000 (k is the coefficient of the range finder). The correction
(c + 6t) is added to the value obtained (where bt = (t - to) k/1,
and c s the constant for the given theodolite and rod) which is
selected from the second part of the tables. Discrepancies in dis-
tances computed from tnese tables and directly from the formula
do not exceed 1 cm (examples are given).
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D. Tachymeters

Soviet Tachymetere

18. Savohenko, A. Ye., and R. G. Lernerman. The TA-JC automatic
tacaneter for strip-mine surveying. Ugol', no. 11, 1961,
44-45. T14.U6
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 4, 1962, 40 225. *i1.A17553

The TA-AC automatic tachymeter permits direct reading on a
rod of the horizontal position and differences in elevation with-
out using tachymetric tables. This Instrument represents a combi-
nation of the 1A-2 automatic alidade and the TT-50 theodolite-
tachymeter. The column of the alidade Is connected to the theod-
Olite alidade by means of a conversion plate which is easy to
prepare in a mine machine shop. Field work with this Instrument
in a strip mine is simplified because there is no need to read
off the vertical angles. The values of the>horizontal positions
and elevations are determined from the rod with the aid of curves
plotted on the, glass of the graduated vertical circle. This rep-
resents a 20% saving in time. The tests of the experimental model
of the instrument showed that the distances were determined with
an error of not more than 1:700, and the elevations, with an
error of not more than 1:800. The mean square error of measure-
ment of horizontal angles Is + 1'.

East German Tachymeters

19. Richter, H. A. The BRT-006 base reduction tachymeter -- a
new double-image range finder for surveying by the pole me-
thod. Vermessungstechnik, v. 8, no. 11, 1960, 325-331.

TA50o.V38
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 5, 1961, 50 288. QBloA17553

A new double-image range finder which has a constant paral-
lactic angle, an interchangeable Instrument base, and automatic
distance reducer, manufactured by the Zeiss People's Establish-
ment in Jena, Is described. The principal mechanism of the range
finder, Its optical scheme, the reduction system, and the sources
and magnitudes of instrumental errors are examined; the basic
characteristics and results of field tests of the apparatus are
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cited. The reading telescope is horizontal; the eyepiece is tilted
900 from the axis; the telescope has a 25-mm aperture objective;
the field of view is 3, the magnification, x15, and the minimum
pointing distance, 1.8 m. A stationary pentaprism is affixed to the
upper half of the objective, and a movable pentaprism is affixed
to the lower half. The parallactic angle is obtained by transverse
displacement of the half lens which lies between the objective and
the fixed pentaprism. To determine distance, the pentaprism is
moved along the base rule (first by means of a slide, then with a
set screw) until the two halves of the image, separated by the
horizontal edge of the biprism, coincide in the field of view of
the eyepiece. Distance is counted off along the rule in 0.5-mm
graduations. A 300-m base rule and a 200-mm stadia intercept make
it possible to determine from the mark or a vertical object dis-
tances of from 2 to 60 m. Distances up to 180 m can be measured
with a short rod of constant length assembled at the point of
sighting. The off-center positioning of the pentaprism relative
to the objective provides mutual compensation of the effect of
temperature on the deviation of both bundles of rays. When plunged,
the instrument may be used to measure inclined distances or ground
distance. The reduction of distances is accomplished by the auto-
matic change in the parallactic angle by an additional displace-
ment of the half lens depending on the angle of inclination of the
pointing line. The mean square error in determining distances
varies within the limits of 0.03 to 0.06%, depending on the targets
observed. The instrument has horizontal and vertical circles with
graduations of 5c or 5' in a degree-circle graduation, and a reading
accuracy of 50c (3001), ds.- onthe notations used Computations
from both circles are reau, , the field of view of one micro-
scope aligned with the eyepiece of the telescope. The mean square
error of measured directions with two positions of the telescope
is 40ce (15"), Attention is drawn to the necessity of carefully
determining range-finder constants under different external condi-
tions and distances. The BRT-006 tachymeter can be used extensively
for surveying in builtup areas with considerable vehicular movement
as well as for various engineering and technical operations.

Polish Tach eters

20. Dejneka, Bazyli. A tachymetric ("tachygrammetric) instrument.
Polish patent, class 42 s, 8, no. 43363, 20 September 1960.
IN: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya, no. 8,
1961, 80 290o QB1.A17553

The instrument is designed for laying out polygonometric-base
range-finder traverses and for topographic (plane tabling and tachy-
metric) surveys. It measures parallactic angles with an accuracy
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of 100. Horizontal distances and relative elevations are read
from the scales of the horizontal and vertical rules attached to
the telescope base. In tachymetric surveying the rule used to
plot directions on the plane-table sheet or tracing cloth is at-
tached to the instrument's axis of rotation. The rule is gradu-
ated for laying out horizontal distances on the map using a
movable needle. The instrument is available in two models. The
second differs from the first in that the optical compensator
for magnifying the image of the horizontal base rod and the
vertical scale ts plotted on transparent plastic, and the image
iE transmitted to the eyepiece of the telescope.

Hungarian Tachymetera

21. Bezzegh, Laszl. The MOM TA-Dl tachymeter with a circular
diagram. Geodezia 4s kartografla, v. 13,' no. 2, 1961
112-115. TA501.G3b
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 12, 1961, 12G 266. QWl.A17553

The new MOM TA-D reducing tachymeter manufactured by the
Hungarian Optical Plant is briefly described. The special fea-
ture of the diagram of the tachymeter is that its separate lines
form arcs of circles with different radii and centers.

22. Bezzegh, Ladszld', and Gyim~thy Istvjn. A reduction tachymeter
with a device for rod readings in the form of circle arcs.
Hungarian patent no. 145021. IN: Referativnyy zhurnal.
Astronomiya I geodezi:ta, no. 5, 1961, 5G 304. QB1.A17553

A tachymeter-graticle design is described as consisting of
arcs of circles arranged for reading reduced distances and rela-
tive elevations. A turn of the telescope by an angle a turns the
gratiole by an angle of 2e. The circles for determining relative
elevations intersect with the Initial circle in such a manner
that positive relative elevations are read above and negative
elevations are read below the initial circle. This arrangement
of crosshairs simplifies the manufacture of the graticle and facili-
tates reading the rod.
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E. Geodimeters and Tellurometers

23. On the application of light and radio range finders in con-
structing geodetic networks. Geodeziya i kartograflya, no. 3,
1963, 3-8. QB275°G45

Geodimeter- and T311urometer-type range finders were first
used in the Soviet Union in 1957 to lay out portions of the State
geodetic network. During the past five years more than 20,000 km
of polygonometric traverses have been measured, replacing second-,
third-,and fourth-order triangulation. In 1961, links* of first-
order polygonometry began to replace first-order triangulation
links, and these range finders were used extensively to measure
the base sides** of first- and second-order triangulation. During
the last four years approximately 250 base sides have been meas-
ured with the NASM-2 (Swedish), the B0A-4 and the CBB-l (Soviet)
range finders. It is anticipated that the Yederin-base apparatus
will be used rarely during the next two years and will be replaced
by these range finders, or improved models. These range finders
were not used in the USSR to measure second-order polygonometric
traverses until 1962. Preliminary data on the results of measure-
ments are reported as being completely satisfactory. However,
the results are not necessarily conclusive since particularly
favorable areas were selected for measurements.

According to the most recent information available, all range
finders currently in use in the USSR can. be divided into four
groups based on range, economy and ease of operation, and accuracy:
1) the NASM-2 (Swedish) and B0A-i (Soviet) Geodimeter-type instru-
ments; 2) the CA and CBB-l (Soviet) Geodimeter-type instruments
and Tellurometer-type instruments; 3) the CT-61 (Soviet) and NASM-4
(Swedish) Geodimeter-type instruments; and 4) the Geodimeter-type
and Tellurometer-type instruments used for surveying and for con-
necting networks,

Possible variants, as defined by the Geodetic Service of the
USSR, for replacing the Yederin-base apparatus with Geodimeter-
and Tellurometer-type instruments in measuring compoients in net-
works of various orders applicable to the classification of geo-
detic networks adopted in the USSR are given in the following
table. [See Appendix B for the current official criteria and standards.]

* The Russian term used here ("zveno") means a section in arc tri-
angulation of area triangulation, as used and defined in U.S.C.
and G.S. Special Publication, no. 22.

** "Base side" is the term given to a side of triangulation measured
directly by a Yederin-base apparatus or a Geodimeter-type instru-
ment. The base side replaces the initial side of a base network.
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Triangulation Poiygnmtry

Bases Base sides

Orders of __________________ 
Required Type Of

networks -Required TMp Of ijiHre- Type Of accuracy Instrument
accuracy instrument accuracy ins~trument

I-:rder 1:800,00 1:4100,000 NASM-2 i: 300,000 iIASM-2

I II-order 1:600,000 I - 1:300#000 ~I~-2  1:250,9000 EB13-1

CBB- 1*Radio rang.
CBB-1~finder of

Ifl-order 1:1400,00~ EJ :0,0 CBB- 1 1:200,000 Sm
CL00 Z)0.1 1:0,90

IV-order 1:4100,000 Same 1:2009000 Same. 1:150,000 1 same
1:100,000

Anlytical

1-ctegory2 1:30,000 CT-61l 1:10,000 teCT-61.
IRadio range Radio range

finder offinder o
the Telluro- teTelluro

I =ter type meter type

2-cAtegory _____}1:50,000 Sm1:5000 Same.

Suvyand Portable radio and light range finders relative to required
accuracy (error of smasunmnt of the order at 0.1 a). *

LW,-Ual intruent acc yronm is requrd
*Oft* Geobtic ServIce at Cohoslova, bas successfully used range finders

to doftezade *koto control points for a large-scale topographic survey.
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24. Geodetic instruments and attachments. IN: Novosibirsk. Novo-
sibirskiy institut inzhenerov geodezil, aerofotos'yemki i karto-
grafii. Trudy, no. 15, 1961, 87-101.
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronotiya i geodeziya, no. 11,
1962, 11G 253. QBI.A17553

Range Finder Designaticn

No. Characteristics CBM-1 CJW-6V fM-400 XASM-3 (Swedish)

1 Wt (kg) and dimensions of 18 24 47 26

basic unit 50K27x3o J44x3gx46 9T37x, 55x32x33

2 No. units in set (pieces) 9 a 3 6

3 Power used (watts) 250 120 300 (incandescent 75
bulb)

500 (mercury bulb)
4 Error of measurement

for n setups (cm) + (3 + 0.15 Do) + (3 + 0.15 D1zn) ± (10 + 0.15 DI.) + (9 + 0.2 Dkm)
no Ixy

( I- no. of series, 36 ( x 9) 12 (4 x 3) 24 (3 x 8) 1 (i X i)
p - no. of setups in
series) (2 days) + (2 + iD)X10o6)

72 (8 x 9)

5 Lregth of measured lines
muual (ka) (when 1 5 (day) 5 (twilight) 10 (day) 2-0 (night)

0.75) 12 (night) 15 (night) 15-17 (night)
minimal 0.75 0.5 0.15 0.025

6 Accuracy of preliminary
data on the Is Xh of data not data not 3 (1.5) 2
measured lines (1) needed needed 40 (fl)

7 Duration of ieasurement
at om setup (min) 1-2 2-4 2-3 20 (f,)

am ine 40-60 40 40-60 60

8 TImes expended In proces-
sins in field i of series

.(i) =35 3o 40 20

9 Accura dete isti," + 1 a + 1 as + 5 on + 3
at contats at base with 11 series aix series three series three series
time eMpeded 3 days 3 days 2 days 2 days

(4n ase of dl- (before and (in case of di- (in case of di-
ve"gace with after field vergence with vergence with
control line) work) control lines) control lines)

10 TaM eratuis limits of
apparatus oeration +" to -10. +30' to -10 °  +40 to -20* +30' to -20"

11 Awomate cost (thou-

em of rble) 5-S 4-5 8-9

12 . to C indication vsual ]h;otoelectric photoelectric photoelectric

13 Zrror or single flmtion
at s e .2 +2' +0.4'

Cmbamtm at tim Imdsator
(ee) 0.2 6 ed 1 1 45

35 V~he of solving malt-
* almase single-step single-step three-step two-step

16 ror at oalltm~ as tie-

* er vibmv + _5 b" + 15 kcs _ o

17 Uteeting MW at a WaOW..BW 4"0-6250 5300-%W40 (3 4500-6750
p 4100-4700 (NO
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Additional comparative data are available from the results
of field investigations carried out in 1960 and 1961 by the Novo-
sibirsk Institute of Engineers of Geodesy, Aerial Photography and
Cartography. Two of the Soviet range finders compared previously
were tested (the CB- -- 1958 model -- and the CA-60). A lower-
accuracy Soviet model (the rA-300), and the Swedish NASN-3 were
also tested. These range finders are suitable for use in second-
to fourth-order triangulation and for polygonometric measurements.

Htgh-Prectston Soviet Instruments

25. Naxarov, V. N., V. S. Mikhaylov, and P. Ye. Lazanov. The
large 8OA-1 pulsed-light range finder. Geodeziya i karto-
graflya, no. 1, 1962, 8-16. Q;275.G4.5
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 11, 1962, 110 2149. QB1.A17553

Experimental 8OA-1 electrooptical range finders manufactured
in 1960 are described. These range finders are designed to measure
distances from 5 to 25 kilometers at air temperatures from 0 to
+ 350C with an error no larger than 1:4.00,000. The range finder
outfit includes the followinr: transmitting -receiving unit
(48.5 kg); AF meter (9.5 kg); power unit (18 kg); stand for the
receiver-transmitter unit (10 kg); reflector with stand (53 kg);
and two electric stations(one for reserve). Photographs of t,
equipment and a circuit diagram are given, as are the results of
a series of test measurements and distance computations. Field
tests of five range finders, in which measurements were carried
out on lines 5.3, 11.9, and 22.5 ka long, showed that the accuracy
of the instrument is the same as that of a Geodimeter of the
NAS-2A type, and that the 80.-1 can be used to lay out State
geodetic networks and to measure first-order base Sides.

Med ium-Prec talon Soviet Instruments

26. Velichko, V. A. Prospects for usingmlight radar"for construct-
ing geodetic networks. IN: Moscow. Koskovskiy institut
inzhenerov geodezii, ainheasyen i kartografti. Trudy, no. 31,
1959, 31-40. *275.K63
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astrononiya I geodezlya,
no. 2, 1961, 20 216. Q81.A17553

Possibilities are described for using polygonometric and lin-
ear measurements in triangulation in accordance with the development
of various types of pulsed-light range finders. On the basis of
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determinations of accuracy for various cases where angle and lin-
ear measurements are combined in a triangulation chain, the con-
clusion is reached that the most suitable case is that in which
all angles and an additional side are measured and a Laplace azi-
muth is determined in the center of the chain. The total displace-
ment of the end point of a chain is 30% less than it is when only
angle measurements are made. A possible classification of Geodim-
eter polygonometry, with an indication of the basic characteristics
of first-, second-, third-, and fourth-order polygonometria trav-
verses is given. Precomputation of the accuracy of Geodimeter and
polygonometric traverses shows that first-order traverses are more
precise, and that second-order traverses approximate modern first-
order chains of triangulation. The following possible scheme of
constructing the State geodetic control network is suggested:
1) form a first-order polygon with a perimeter of 800 km by a chain
of triangles; 2) divide the polygon into four parts by first-order
G-iodimeter-polygonometric traverses; and 3) fill in these nets with
supplementary second-order traverses and add supplementary third-
and fourth-order stations using various combinations of linear and
angular measurements. Geodimeters required to carry out these
linear measurements can be subdivided into two groups: 1) the
large Geodimeter-type instrument and the =IX[ .wge fInder haming an accur&
cy of not less than 1:250,000; and 2) the average CBb-. range
finder which has an accuracy of not less than 1:100,000.

Results are given for experimental and field work carried out
with the CBB-1 range finder in 1956-1957. The length of the longest
side measured was 16 kin. The mean square error in the measurement
of a line with the CBB-1 range finder, evaluated for internal con-
vergence, is mn = 2 cm + 2D*l-0 6 , and from evaluations of the true
errors (withou? taking into account errors in triangulation),
m -1 cm + 5D10-6 . The results of measurements of three bases
with o range finder show that the relative accuracy of 10-km line
measurements was close to 1:200,000. The excellent efficiency of
the pulsed-light range finder is pointed out. According to the
evaluations the increase in operational efficiency under field
conditions using the CBB-1 was not less than 25%, based on the amounL
of triangulation covering an equivalent area.

27. Ratynskly, M. V. Some results of investigations of the CBB-I.
range finder. IN: Moscow. Moskovskiy institut inzhenerov
geodezii, aerofotosnyemki I kartografii. Trudy, no. a5,
1961, 91-105. QB275.k63
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 2, 1962, 20 118. QB1.A17553

The basic relationships expressing the measurement of dis-
tances with the CBB-I range finder are derived using the compen-
sation method of the extremum. The value of the residual light
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flux at the minimum caused by the inequality of the parameters
of the Kerr transmitting and receiving capacitors and by errors
in the adjustment of the Kerr capacitor and its polaroids is
determined. Results of certain ,exper-iA* akw istigat ons (e.g.,
nonlinearity and vazioi fy in scale of the wave metei--f'e re-
ported. The iM-curacy of distance measurements made with the
CBB-1 is precomputed on the basis of the results obtained (taking
into account the main sources of errors and distinctive sensitivi-
ties of the eye). The expression m - t (1 cm + 5.D.o10 - 6 ) was
derived for the error in measuring listances using 24 to 36 set-
ups.

28. Ratynskiy, M. V. Selection of the best operational use of
the Kerr capacitor in the CBB-1 pulsed-light range finder
for measuring distances by the compensation method of the
extremum. IN: Moscow. Moskovskiy institut inzhenerov geo-
dezii, aerofotos"yemki I kartografii. Trudy, no. 46, 1961,
65-6T. QB275.063
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 3, 1962, 3G 171. QB1.A17553

On the basis of formulas developed previously (Referativnyy
zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya, no. 2, 1962. 2G 118), computa-
tions are made which make it possible to determine the relationship
of the observed light source to the frequency modulation and to dis-
tance, the value of the residual light source in the minimum, and
the form of the minimum. Computations were made for 20 working
procedures for the Kerr capacitor which corresponded to

U0
p - -- 0.40; 0.55; 0.70; 0.85, anduk

r - - - 0.10; 0.25; 0.40; 0.55; 0.70,
Uk

where Uo is the polarizing voltage, UA is the amplitude of the
modulating voltage, and Uk is the critical voltage of the Kerr
capacitor. Instances of operations without polarizing voltage
and with small polarizing voltages were considered separately
(r - 0.40; p - 0.00; 0.05; and 0.10). In contrast to previous
work, the integration was performed analytically, not numerically,
following a breakdown of expressions of the type cos(zsin) into
a Fourier series, the coefficients of which are Besse2 functions
of the first type. The results obtained were used to compute the
accuracy of the visual fixation of the minimum for various opera-
tional procedures of the Kerr capacitor. The following limits
were derived for the best operational procedure, taking into
account supplementary considerations: 0.5 < r < 0,7; and
0.5 P.- 0.7.
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29. Kondrashkov, A. V. Results of testing the CBB-I pulsed-light
range finder on the MIIGAiK geopolygon. IN: Moscow. Moskov-
skiy institut inzhenerov geodezii, aerofotos"yemki i karto-
grafli. Trudy, no. 46, 1961, 89-91. Q3275.M63
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 3, 1962, 3G 170. QB1.A17553

In September 1959, the 1958 model of the CBB-1 pulsed-light
range finder was used on the geopolygon of the Moscow Insititute
of Engineers of Geodesy, Aerial Photography and Cartography to
measure 5.0 to 11.3-km sides of a geodetic quadrilateral. The
measurements were made by the method of compensation of the ex-
tremum in the forward and backward directions. The program for
each measurement called for 24 readings. The forward measure-
ments were made by the usual program (6 readings on the first
minimum, 6 on the second, etc.); the backward measurements were
made by a modified program (3 on the first minimum, 3 on the
second, 3 on the third, 6 on the fourth, and then 3 on the third,
second, and first minima). The mean square errors of the results
(computed according to internal convergence) for measurements of
sides in the forward direction amounted to + 2.5 to + 13.0 cm,
and in the backward direction to + 1.9 to +-5.6 cm. -The mean
square errors of the mean of all Fesults o?" forward and backward
measurements were found to be + 1.8 to + 4.0 cm. The geodetic
quadrilaterals were adjusted by the method of conditional measure-
ments using two variants: in the first variant the sides were
assumed to be equally precise; in the second, the sides were
assigned weights which were inversely proportional to the square
of the mean square error of the measurement. In the first case
the corrections had values of -5.0, +1.1, -0.8, -4.7, -0.9, and
+5.4 cm' in the second they were -1.7, +1.3, -0.4, -7.6, -1.1,
and +5.6 cm. The conclusion drawn was that distances of 5 to
10 km determined with the CBB-1 pulsed-light range finder (using
24 readings) can be measured with errors on the order of
1:150,000.

30. Mikheyechev, V. S. Field tests of the CBB-I pulsed-light
range finder. IN: Moscow. Moskovskiy inatitut inzhenerov
geodezil, aorofotosoyemkii kartografil. Trudy, no. 34,
1959, 129-130. QB275.M63
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal: Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 1, 1961, 1G 212. QBI.A17553

In August 1957 the CBB-1 electrooptical range finder, manu-
factured at the Moscow Institute of Engineers of Geodesy, Aerial
Photography and Cartography, was field tested on a geopolygon near
Moscow. A 736-m base was measured in one day using 45 setups with
a mean square error of + 7.2 cm each, and with a final result of
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+ 1.0 cm; the error, compared with results obtained in measuring
The base with an invar wire, was +1.5 em. A 2354-m line was
measured in three days using 136 setups; the mean square error
in a setup was + 13 cm, and in the final result, + 1.1 cm. The
discrepancy in The length of a line computed from-coordinates was
+5.0 cm. The scintillation method of measurement was used. Cer-
tain defects in the design of the CBB-1 geodimeter are pointed out.

31. Alekseyev, V. 1. Control and evaluation of the accuracy of
pulsed-light range finder measurements in the field. IN-
Novosibirsk. Novosibirskiy institut inzhenerov geodezii,
aerofotos'yemalI kartografii. Trudy, v. 13, 1960, 7-16.
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 8, 1961, 80 206. QB1.A17553

Formulas are proposed for the control and evaluation of the
accuracy of distance measurements made in the field with the
CBB-I range finder using the approved method of measurement.

Whole numbers of phase cycles are computed according to re-
sults of measurements containing errors (fractional parts) A N,
which are related to the mean values of the distance in a series
by the relationship

A- (Dk -DOM,

from which it follows that

ANI + ANA -AN 2 + AN3.

The equations obtained may be used to check the accuracy of the
computed values of distance in the series and the mean of the
entire series.

Utilizing the relationship between the mean square error of
the arithmetic mean and the difference between the smallest and
largest values of the measured value in a given series of meas-
urements, the author obtains a formula for evaluating the accu-
racy of the measurement of distance according to the maximum and
minimum values of the distance in the series

NM-+0.22 IDk - DImax- + 0.22 AN!max

(the number of series is 4). By analogy, a formula is derived for
evaluating accuracy for the differences AA of maxim-am and mini-
mum values of the readings of a wavemeter Anthe series. By con-
version of appropriate formulas the author obtains tolerances for
the values ANO", Dk - D, I ax, and AA.,x at a given accuracy of
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measuring distances. On the basis of the accuracy of measuring
distances (and therefore frequency), the author establishes a
tolerance for differentiating differences in frequencies which
correspond to one phase cycle. The numbers nk . (differences in
the number of phase cycles within the limits of a range of a
gradual change in frequency) may be checked with the aid of cor-
responding differences in frequencies. The possibility of apply-
Ing the indicated methods of checking and evaluating the accuracy
of measurements of other range finders with a gradual change in
frequency is noted.

32. Demushkin, A. I., M. T. Prilepin, and G. A. Fel'dman. The
Cfl pulsed-light range finder. Geodeziya I kartografiya,
no. 9, 1962, 20-26. QB275.G45

The CAAt (Svetovoy Dal'nomer Dvukhtaktnyy) two-cycle light
range finder was developed over the past several years at the
Central Scientific -Research Institute of Geodesy, Aerial Photography
and Cartography. It was designed to measure distances of up to
15 km with a relative error not to exceed 1:100,000. Emphasis
was on ease of operation and portability. The special feature of
this instrument is that it uses the two-phase circuit of phase
comparison proposed by Demushkin. The chief advantage of this
circuit over single-phase circuits used in other range finders
with photoelectric recording (Geodimeter, N0A-1, and rJ1-300)
is that it makes it possible to compensate for the dark current
of the photomultiplier (SOY) and the effect of the background.
With a given light source, the signal-to-noise ratio can be in-
creased and the effect of light fluctuation in the atmosphere
reduced.

Like other pulsed-light range finders, the principal task
of the CJM is to fix the given phase shift being obtained by round-
ing off the modulated light in laying out two-way distances be-
tween the instrument and the reflector.

The experimental model of the CM consists of two basic unitst
the receiver-transmitter and the measuring unit. The receiver-
transmitter consists of opticomechanical and electronic components.
The optical system is similar to that in the a0Q-l receiver and
consists of a spherical mirror and a mirror-lens component which
form the telescopic system, and the lens of the objective set
parallel to the path of the rays. The focal plane of the objec-
tive coincides with the focal plane of the entire system. The
diameter of the free aperture of the objective is 136 m; the
equivalent focal length is 540 m. In contrast to the 80A-1
receiver, the transmitter of the CM is enclosed, and the mirror-
lens component is fastened in glass shields. An Cr-2 bulb
supplies the illuminktion (6 v, 7.5 w). The electronic part is
mounted in a separate chassis.
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The receiver-transmitter is moved on its support by a screw.
Azimuths are measured roughly to 3600, and miarometrically with-
in limits of several degrees. In the vertical plane the instru-
ment can be tilted within the limits of + 60 by a tangent screw.

Tests carried out in 1961 showed that the experimental model
can measure distances of up to 16 km in the dark. Its optimum
range was 5 to 12 km. The relative error in distances measuring
5.2 to 15.7 km was 1:350,000; the maximum error was 1:120,000.

33. Alekseyev, V. I. Tables for the computation of distances
measured with average pulsed-light range finders having
sweep frequency modulation. IN: Novosibirsk. Novosibirskiy
institut inzhenerov geodezii, aerofotos'yemki I kartografii.
Trudy, no. 14, 1961, 113-118.
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 1, 1962, 1G 189. QB1.A17553

i

Formulas are given for the compilation of tables designed
to convert wavemeter readings directly to lengths of half waves
of modulated light (suitable for the CBB-I range finder). The
formulas are given in two variants: one suitable for the prep-
arition of electronic-computer programs and one suitable for
use with nonelectronic computers (e.g., calculating machines).
The computation of similar tables for the CM range finder was
accomplished with a four-hour work schedule on the "Ural" com-
puter. Compilation of the tables with a calculating machine
required about 60 man hours.

Low-Precision Soviet Instruments

34. Bol'shakov, V. D., and V. S. Mikheyevich. Results of extending
polygonometric traverses using a AC-2 range finder. Izvestiya
vysshikh uchebnykh zavedeniy. Geodeziya i aerofotos'yemka,
no. 4, 1961, 29-37. TA501.9135
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 8, 1962, 8G 265. QWl.A17553

Technical data are given for the AC-2 range finder which is
designed to measure 0.3 to 3.0-an distances with a mean square
error (from three setups) of no more than + 0.3 m. The AC-2 is a
phased range finder with a continuous variition of frequency modu-
lation and a range of 4.5 to 5.5 me. The Kerr capacitor serves as
modulator and demodulator. Observations are made visually using
the compensation method of the extremum. The frequency modulation
is determined directly from the scale of the generator which is
calibrated with the aid of a luminescent quartz resonator having
a frequency of 5 mc. The power required does not exceed 50 watts.
The set weighs about 62 kilograms. This range finder was tested
on the test polygon of the Moscow Institute of Engineers of Geo-
desy, Aerial Photography and Cartographr in 1960. The constant
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correction for the range finder, determined on the basis of a
0.74-kn line, was +0.03 m. The LC-2 was used to measure 18
lines varying in length from 0.5 to 2.3 km (average, 1.32 km).
The relative error of the determination of the length of these
triangulation or polygonometric lines did not exceed 1:15,000.
The mean error of lines measured by the AC-2 (6 setups) amounted
to 0.13 m, and the relative error, to 1:10,000. The dependence
of the errors on the lengths of lines Is characterized by a
correlation coefficient of r - +0.44. The anticipated true error
for lines 0.5 to 2.3 km long must be precomputed from the formula

AD + (7.2D + 3.5) cm,

where D is the length of the line in kilometers. The AC-2 was
also used to lay out eight polygonometric traverses having a
total length of about 34 km, the average length of traverse
being 4.2 km and the average length of line, 1.1 kn. The aver-
age relative error of closure in the traverses amounted to
1:11,000. The inaccuracy of the AC-2 limits its application.
Accuracy can be improved by measuring the frequency modulation
to 10 mc or more by installing not less than two crystals in the
outer limits of the band for calibrating frequencies determined
on the generator scale.

35. Bol'shakov, V. D., V. S. Mikheyechev, and A. I. Demushkin.
Results of testing the CT-61 topographic range finder. Geo-
deziya i kartografiya, no. 5, 1962, 17-21. Q5275.G45
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 11, 1962, 11G 87. Ql .A17553

The article states that the AC-2 and )CT-2 electrooptical
range finders used for the measurement of short distances can
be used to extend polygonometric traverses with errors of closure
of not less than 1:10,000. Using the AC-2 as a base, the Moscow
Institute of Engineers of Geodesy, Aerial Photography and Carto-
graphy in 1961 produced a model of the CT-61 range finder. A
Kerr capacitor was used to modulate and demodulate light; frequency
modulation was increased by a factor of four and was brought up
to approximately 20 mc.

Phase ladications are made visually in accordance with the
compensation method of the extremum but the corresponding fix
of the phase of the frequency modulation is determined from the
scale of the instrument which is calibrated by a quartz (crystal)-
calibrator.

The 1961 .model was tested on the geodetic polygon of the
Institute and in extending the metropolitan polygonometry In the
city of Gzhatsk, the sides of which had been previously measured
with invar wires. The results of comparisons of lines measured
with the wires and those measured with the range finders are given
in the table below.
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go. of Length of Meau".e error Observer
lines lines

absolute relative

8 0.21-0.30 2.5 1:10,000 A
8 2.0 1:12,800 D

15 0.31-0.50 2.8 1:14,000 A
15 2.4 1:16,500
15 0.51-1.3 2.3 1:3o,8oo A
16 2.2 1:31,900 D

Results of the investigations show the following: the four-
fold increase in frequency modulation led to a fourfold increase
in the accuracy of measurements as compared to those made with the
AC-2 range finder; distances ct 0.3 to L.0 km can be measured during
the day in sunny weather, 0.3 to 1.5 km in misty weather, and 0.3
to 2.0 km at night; the relative error of a measurement executed
with six setups on a line 0.7 km long amounts to 1:30,000; the rela-
tive error for a traverse line of from 6 to 10 km does not exceed
1:25,000 for the measurement of turning angles of polygonometric
traverses using the OTC theodolite in four setups and for lines
measured with arange finder in six setups. The average advance
using an automobile is 8 to 10 lines per working day.

36. Voronin. V. A., L. I. Pik, and S. S. Plonskly. Testing the
PA-300 Geodimeter. Geodeziya i kartografiya, no. 6, 1960,
14-23. QB275.045
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 1, 1961, 1G 211. Ql.A17553

A brief description is given of the rA-300 Geodimeter, its
distinctive features, and its method of operation. The total
weight of the unit is about 250 kg. An incandescent bulb used
as the source of light consumes 300 watts, and a mercury bulb,
500 watts; the power is supplied by a Kiyev-2 portable generator.
There is a diffraction light modulator with several counter ultra-
sound radiators. Three fixed-frequency modulators of 10,000,
10,025, and 10,500 mc, which make it possible to resolve ambiguity
within a range of 6 km, are used for measuring distances. Phase
comparison is effected in a special phase detector at a frequency
of 250 kc. The reflector consists of a set of six reflector prisms.
The rA-300 Geodimeter can measure distances up to 7 km in bright
daylight, 15 km on dull cloudy days, and even longer distances at
night. Results of field tests of the rA-300 0eodimeter conducted
in the autumn of 1959 by the Gidroproyekt of the Ministry of Electric
Power Station Construction are cited. Altogether, 20 lines, 1 to
15 km in length, representing the sides and diagonals of the skeleton
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triangulation laid out in accordance with the program of a second-
order triangulation and triangulation of category II, were meas-
ured. A single measurement of the line carried out at three fre-
quencies was adopted as one setup. The number of setups in meas-
uring various lines was 11 to 40. Results of an evaluation of the
accuracy of internal convergence, and a comparison of data obtained
with the Geodimeter and from triangulation showed that the mean
square error in a line up to 4 km is + 7 cm, and in a line of more
than 4 km, + 4 cm. The conclusion is reached that in measuring dis-
tances with a mean square error of + 5 cm, it is necessary to
carry out 25 setups which require not more than onehour. Recom-
mendations are made on staffing a survey party and several
improvements in the design of the Geodimeter are suggested. The
tests showed that the rL-300 Geodiwdeter may be used effectively
for geodetic work at hydroelectric engineering sites.

37. Popov, Yu. V., I. I. Adrianov, and I. A. Korolev. The small
T'AM pulsed-light range-finder theodolite. Geodeziya i karto-
grafiya, no. 3, 1961, 7-13.* QB275.G45
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 10, 1961, lOG 219. QB1.A17553

As a result of improvement and simplification of the design of
the rA electrooptical range finder developed by the State Optical
Institute, a model has been fabricated which makes it pornsible to
measure angles and short distances. The rJM range finder utilizes
a diffraction-light modulator with several counter-ultrasound
emitters. The optical scheme of the modulator includes a light
source, an objective, and a modulator. The light source is an
incandescent CL-118 three-watt bulb with a straight filament about
0.15 mm thick; the transmitting objective is a Jipiter-3 lens
with a focal length of 50 m and a relative aperture of 1:1.5;
the light aperture of the modulator is 30 mm. The transmitting
part of the range finder (light source, objective, and modulator)
is attached above the telescope of a TB-i theodolite. The tele-
scope, in addition to its main function, also acts as a receiver
for the optical system of the range finder; an Iris diaphragm is
located in the focal plane of the telescope. The reflected light
flux, having passed through the optical-receiver system, is directed
by prisms to the cathode of the photomultiplier tube (BY-17) which
is located under the telescope of the theodolite. The zero of the
scale of the phase-inverter in the rALM range finder (as in the Pr
range.; finders) is determined by means of a system of zero readings
for which the light from toe modulator is directed into the tele-
scope of the theodolite. "be phase-measuring scheme of the rAM is
essentially identical to that of the rA model, the only difference
being that the conversion of frequency is effected in the CY; the
connection of the heterodyne with the emitter's power supply is

* Full translation available in Geodesy and Cartography, no. 3-4, 1961.
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volumetric. The PrA range finder has three fixed frequencies of
light modulation which are close to 20 mc; there is an intermediate
frequency at 250 kc. The phase-measuring circuit is in the. form of
a separate unit and attaches to the tripod along with the theodolite.
The range finder in powered by a storage battery (6 v) through a
semiconductor converter set up in the phase-measuring unit. The
power consumption is 30 watts. The total weight of the unit, in-
cluding the theodolite with the range-finder attachment, phase-
measuring unit, accumulator, two tripods, and a prismatic reflector,
is 38 kg.

The minimum distances which can be measured with the I'M range
finder are not defined. The maximum distance measured during the
daytime was 2.4 km. The maximum distance measured at night was not
determined. The mean square error in measuring distances with one
setup is + 22 cm. In measuring distances it is recommended that
30 setups-be made. These require no more than one hour to accom-
plish. Results of the measuremert of 14 lines 0.2 to 2.4 km in
length (with 5 to 75 setups) using the r1M range finder are cited
which confirm the aforementioned accuracies. To decrease the effect
of the instability of the phase modulation of light with time, it
is recommended that the zero reading be made between two readings
when measuring from a distance. Three such readings made consecu-
tively at all frequencies comprise one setup for a distance measure-
ment. A method of checking the accuracy of the measurements made
by comparing distances obtained in measuring at the different fre-
quencies is recommended.

38. Limberg, A. I. The PJM pulsed-light range finder and its
field testing. IN: Vsesoyuznyy nauchno-issledovatel' skly
marksheyderskiy Institut. Sbornik statey po voprosam mark-
sheyderskogo dela, vyp. 41 (Collection of articles on prob-
lems in mine surveying, no. 41). Leningrad, Geodezizdat,
1961. 200-208.
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnalo Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 12, 1961, 12G 271. Q?] A17553

The pulsed-light range finder is briefly described and re-
sults of testing it on a comparator and in open pits of the
"Vakhrushevugol'" Trust are given. Results of the measurements
of five lines on a comparator are shown in the table below,

Field tests of the riA consisted of measuring nine sides of
a fourth-order triangulation and three sides of an analytical net
which were determined with an error of the order of 1 50,000. The
length of the sides of the triangulation were 0.5 to 1,4 Ian, The
sides were measured with different numbers of setups, ranging from
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10 to 134. The relative errors in measuring the sides of triangu-
lation with a PJW, computed-on the basis of' internal convergence,
amountedhto 1:9600 to 1:47,000, and that of the analytical net,
1:8900 to 1:22,400. In addition, the Pr was used in 10 setups
to measure a 2.4-km side of a second-order metropolitan triangu-
lation. The discrepancy between the length of the line determined
from triangulation and that measured with the PAfM was 6.5 cm. The
mear- square error of the PLA measurement (for internal convergence)
in one setup was + 19.0 cm, and + 6.1 cm in the torai result.
Field tests shower that the M Fan be used to conduct observations
both day and night; the amount of time spent in measuring a line,
regardless of its length, was not more than one hour. A combi-
nation in the rAM of angular-and linear-measurement features makes
it possible to use linear and linear-angular intersections, as
well as polygonometric and theodolite traverses, in mine surveying.

iI Mean square error for
Nuber of Length of Difference in length convergence, ca

setups lire, a of Lim measured with
a tape and with in one setup of result

31 279 -3.9 _19.5 + .6

6 259 -o.6 27.1 11.1

5 239 -2.9 18.3 8.2

8 219 -2.8 12.6 4.4

75 199 -0.9 31.4 3.6

39. Kondrashkov, A. V. An electrooptical range finder with a
mechanical modulator. Izvestiya vysshikh uchebnykh zavedeniy,
Oeodeziya i aerofotosyemka, no. 3, 1960, 31-36.

TA5O 19135
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zh rnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 2., 1961, 2G 215. QBl.AI7553

The operational theory of an electrooptical range finder wJth
a mechanical modulator is investigated for postulated triangular-
shaped pulses. The law for the change in modulation of the light
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flux is expressed In the form of a Fourier seriest

2 /(2n + 1)2

nO

By introducing the concept of the clarity of the receiving (Pi)
and transmitting (P2) modulators ad cC the range finder (PD = P2 P),
one will obtain the following expression for the mean clarity of
the range finder (which determines the visual reception of light
by the observer):

lWW 4 /cos (2n + 1) WT

4 2 2 / (2n + 1) 4

wherew- 2W and - - 2D/c. It follows that the least bright light
corresponds to the condition wT - (2m + 1)n or D = (2m + l)/4-c/F,
and the brightest light correspond to w? - 2mn. If we assume that
the error of visual fixation of changes of brightnes-
in visible light (and corresponding changes in the clarity of the
range finder) amounts to 10%, it follows that, with a change in
clarity when wT - n, the value of WT changes by 0o4, and the corres-
pondin$ error in the distance will be equal to AD = c & (wT)/4nF =
1.2 m (when F - 107 cycles).

40. Ratynskly, M. V. An analysis of the operation of the Kerr
cell as a modulator of light flux. IN: Moscow. Moskovskiy
institut inzhenerov geodezil, aerofotosyemki I kartografii
Trudy, no. 40, 1960, 95-102. QB275-M63
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 1, 1961, 10 284. QWl A17553

The Kerr cell with intersecting polaroids maintained at 45°
may be described by the expression I - Ik sin 2 (1E/2) U2/;J, where
I is the light flux released by the cell, Ik is the light flux.
falling on the cell, U is the voltage applied to the Kerr capacitor,
and Uk Is the critical voltage of the Kerr capacitor '"he
same expression can be e)xressed as T_ _ ,iC 2- ',

where M - I/1k, and k2- U/Uk. The right side of the last equa-
tion is approximated in the interval 0 < k < 1 by a polynomial of
the fifth degree -- N' - ak + bk 2 + ck3 + dk4 + ek5 -- the coef-
ficients of which, determined by the method of least squares, are-
a - +0.12967, b - -0.51037, c - -0.81677, d - +7.72153, and
e - -5.52353. The deviation v - M'- N in absolute value does
not exceed 0.004 and is equal on the average to 0002,
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The problem of the character of the modulation of the light
flux from the Kerr cell, in a case when a constant polarizing and
sinusoidal modulating voltage is applied to the Kerr capacitor,
in investigated with the aid of a polynomial approximating the
characteristic of the Kerr cell. The results obtained indicate
that the modulated light flux contains a constant component and
variable components of basic frequency and upper harmonics. Formulas,
graphs, and tables which demonstrate the dependence of the constant
component and the amplitudes of the first five variable components
of the light flux on the value of the polarizing and modulating
voltage are cited.

41. Velichko, V. A. A method for determining the frequency modu-
lation of light corresponding to the light-flux extremum for
the measurement of distances by a geodetic phased-light range
finder. Author's Certificate, No. 146504, Class 42c, 18,
Byulleten' izobretenly, no. 4, 1962. T285.A32
ABSTRAIT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 11, 1962, 11G 257. QB1.A17553

The proposal is made that a polaroid be installed in front
of the objective of the receiver of the light signals of electro-
optical range finders which have modulators like the Kerr cell
and visual phase fixing in such a way that it would cover part
of the objective, with its principal plane set at a 450 angle to
the polarizer and analyzer of the cell, as well as to the optical
wedge. In this way, the fixing of the phase modulation of the
light flux could be accomplished with comparative clarity of the image
of the light source forming the obscured and unobscured parts of
the objective.

Czechosloua; Instruments

42. Delong, Borivoj. Results of the geodetic testing/of the
MRA 1/CW Tellurometer. Geodetickl a kartograficky obzor.
v. 7, no. 5, 1961, 86-94. QB275 G4
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal, Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 12, 1961, 12a 160. QBI AI7553

The Research Institute of Geodesy, Topography, and Cartography,
in Prague, in cooperation with the Prague Geodetic and Cartographic
Establishment, carried out field tests on an MRA 1/W-type Telluro-
meter in 1960. Thirty-one sides were measured with this .ilaro-
meter in two trigonometric networks (13 and 18 sides, 1 0 toc 63. ?c-n
long (averagilr about 22 km). One series of measurements incizxdel
two series of rough" readings (A, B, C, D) carried out on the
first and succeeding carrier frequencies and a number of'precise*
readings taken at 10 to 12 carrier frequencies. V'Ie :ear square
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error of one series showed little dependence on distance and was
within the limits of + 1.1 to + 14.5 cm (+t 4.5 cm on the average);
the mean square error-of the final result was + 0.4 to + 5.9 cm
(+ 1.7 cm on the average). The difference between the Tengths of
sOdes measured with the Tellurometer and those obtained by triangu-
lation turned out to be of the order of 0.6 to 35.9 cm (about
10 cm on the average). Some of the sides were measured over a
period of several days under various meteorological conditions.
The investigations showed that, in order to improve accUra~y, it
was more important to carry out the measurements under varying
meteorological conditions than it was to change the site of the
station; when meteorological conditions were consistent it was
advisable to carry out more than 3 to 4 series of measurements.
As a result of the measurement of one line, as a whole or in
sections, it was established that the constant correction of the
instrument was equal to zero within the limits of accuracy of
the measurements. This conclusion was confirmed by the results
of the measurements of the sides of the trigonometric networks.
A network formed by 18 sides measured with the Tellurometer was
adjusted as an independent net. After adjustment, the mean square
error of a side equalled + 8.4 cm; the mean square error of the
value for the correctiona to the sides was + 5.3 cm. The differ-
ence between the lengths of sides measured With the Tellurometer
and those measured by triangulation was reduced, after adjust.
ment, to 1 cm. The combined values of 30 angles obtained by tri-
angulation and computed In terms of sides measured with the Tellurom-
e te r are given. The mean square values of the differences in
these angles are given !.n the table.

Man squaze values of differences

11engths of sides i Nmber of
angles UGV G-UV TUVUT

6-11 in (average, 8 bM) 13 1l".67 2".*7 12".72

20-36 n (vers,29 n) 17 2.96 2.39 0.98

Isteagle obtained byr triangulation; T is the angle campute1 in tezins

sides measured vith the allaumter; U Is the angle caspted in accordance
with the adjusted sides.
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The conclusion reached on the basis of the comparison of the
results of measurements made with the Tellurometer and the NASN-2A
Geodimeter was that the Geodimeter is at least twice as accurate
as the Tellurometero The results of the Tellurometer measure-
ments were used to compute the value for the velocity of the propa-
gation of electromagnetic waves in a vacuum (Co - 299,793
0.3 km/sec)o

43. Delong, BorivoJ. Results of geodetic teats of the MRA 2/CW
Tellurometer. Geodetickl a kartograficky obzor, v. 7, no. 6,
1961, 104-108. (No. 42 continued.] QB275.G4
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 3, 1962. 3G 67. Q1.A17553

The MRA l/CW Tellurometer was used to determine horizontal
and vertical control for aerial photographs of an area covering
two 1:10,000 quadrangles. A total of 98 stations was determined
over a period of 17 working days. The horizontal positionsof the
stations were determined by the polar method and the elevations by
trigonometric leveling. Distances were measured using three carrier
frequencies. Horizontal and vertical angles were measured with a
theodolite. The control measurements (14 stations for horizontal
position and 23 for elevation) showed that this instrument assures
horizontal and vertical measurements having errors of the order of
+ 10 cm.

v

4. Delong, BorivoJ. Geodetic testing of the MRA l/CW Tellurom-
eter. Studia geophysica et geodaetica, v. 6, no. 1, 1962,
14-40. QC801. S894
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 6, 1962, 6G 166. Q9l.A17553

Results of tests carried out by the Research Institute of
Geodesy, Cartography, and Topography and the Prague Geodetic and
Cartographic Establishment are described. The tests consisted
of measuring sides of a geodetic network (first-, second-,
fourth-, and fifth-orders) of a base net and also Tellurometer
determinations of the coordinates of control points and of
trigonometric stations. The measurements of both the geodetic
and base nets were made with several complete receptions in which
10 to 12 carrier frequencies were selected. The air temperature,
pressure, and humidity were determined at the beginning and end
of the reception on both ends of the traverse being measured.
Measurements made in one reception took from 5 to 15 min. The
number of receptions varied from 4 to 16. Some lines were
measured with shifts of the master and slave stations; others
were made over a period of several days. The mean square error
of one reception on thirteen lines varying in length from 1 to
52 kn amounted, on the average, to 4 .5 cm, and the mean square
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error in the value of the difference between lengths measured with the
Tellurometer and those measured by triangulation was + 13.7 cm.

In the base net 18 lines were measured (6 to 63 km); the num-
ber of receptions varied from 6 to 24 (8 on the average). The
values of the mean square errors of the measurement of one reception
and the mean square values of the differences amounted to + 6.0 cm
and + 14.5 cm. It is pointed out that moving the sites of-the
statrons had no effect on the result of measurements which would
be incompatible with the possible effect of meteorological condi-
tions. This was of no particular advantage. The effects of the
personal errors of the observers under poor measurement conditions,
the tendency of the wet thermometer to show a rise in temperature
(up to 10), a n d t h e necessity, in reconnoitering the net,
for the Tellurometer to require conditions at variance with those
needed for triangulation reconnaissance are noted. As the result
of adjusting the base net, both the linear differences in the
lengths of sides measured by triangulation and those measured with
the Tellurometer were essentially identical. It is noted that the
measurements with the Tellurometer were half as accurate as the
angular measurements. Twelve sides of triangulation and of the
base net had been previously measured with an NASM-2A Geodimeter.
The mean value of the difference between the lengths of sidec cbtained
by triangulation and with the Geodimeter amounted to + 3.8 cm, and
t o + 7.0 cm with the Tellurometer. The length of the base, measured
with-the Geodimeter and the Tellurometer differed from the length
previously measured with an invar wire by 1 and 9 mm, respectively,
with errors in reception of + 2.3 and + 10.6 cm. The velocity of the
propagation of electromagnetrc oscillations in a vacuum, computed
according to the results of the Tellurometer measurements, turned
out to be 299,793.2 + 0.3 km/sec. The Tellurometer measurements
of distances to deteiiine the coordinates of control points were
made on three modulation frequencies. The determinations of the
coordinates and the elevations of control points and of trigonometric
points with the Tellurometer and a theodolite to measure angles
showed that they can be made with errors of approximately + 10 cm.
The total time required to determine one control point did-not
exceed 30 to 40 min: 2 min with the Tellurometer, and 10 to 15 min
for the measurement of vertical and horizontal angles. Control
points measured per day were 4.8 to 7.3. It is noted that the
Tellurometer can be used to carry elevations forward in trigono-
metric work.

45. Polevoy, V. A. 0snovy matematicheskoy obrabotki rezul'tatov
radiogeodezichesklkh izmereniy (Principles of the mathematical
processing of the results of radlogeodetic measurements).
Moskva,Geodezizdat, 1961. 206 p. QA321.P 6 2
ABSTRACT. Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 3, 1962, 3G 176K. QBl.Al7553
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The theories and methods of solving the principal types of
geodetic problems in computing the coordinates of individual
features and of geodetic stations being determined by radar and
radiogeodetic apparatus are discussed. The book contains the
following sections: 1) general information on Tellurometer
measurements; 2) preliminary processing of the results of measure-
ments; 3) the reduction of inclined distances to the Krasovskiy
reference ellipsoid and to the plane of the Gauss prolection; and
4) the computation of the coordinates or features from the
results of angle and radio direction-finder measurements, and of
the coordinates of points of hyperbolic grids. A special chapter
is devoted to the adjustment of geodetic nets measured by tri-
lateration.

F. Levels

High-Precision Soviet Instruments

46. Grishin, B. S. The HB-2 high-precision level. IN HIS:
Yustirovka geodeziclieskikh instrumentov (Adjustment of geo-
detic instruments). Moskva, Geodezizdat, 1962. 154-172.

TA562.G7

The HB-2 is a high-precision dumpy level with a spirit level,
the image of the ends of the bubble of which are distinguished
with the aid of the optical system of the objective microscope
in the field of view of the reading telescope and viewed in the
eyepiece simultaneously with the image of the rod.

In contrast to other high-precision levels (HA-i, H), the
plane-parallel plate of the micrometer of the HB-2 is located in-
side the telescope and for this reason is protected from external
forces and disturbances. The HB-2 is designed for highly precise
and precise leveling.

The vertical axis of the instrument is cylindrical. The
elevating screws are of the covered type. Rods used with this
instrument are subdivided in 5-mm divisions. The 5-mm divisions
are read on the rod through the telescope visually, and the
millimeters, tenths, and hundredths of fractions, are read from
the drum of the reading mechanism (eyepiece micrometer). The
instrument weighs 6 kg; the packing case, 6.1 kg; and the tripod,
8.4 kg. The length of the tripod legs is 1.48 m.
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The optical system of the HB-2 level consists of the optical
system of the reading telescope and the optical system of the
objective of the microscope level. The optical system of the
reading telescope consists of two telescopic systems with a plane-
parallel plate installed between them. The first is the most
complex of all of the optical systems of the telescopes and con-
sists of two components. The objective of the second system acts
as the focusing lens. The first of the two components of the first
system, together with the plane-parallel plate, comprise the op-
tical micrometer system. The graticle is etched on one of the
plane-parallel plates, with another graticle on the, diaphragm.
The eyepieces are symmetrical in the telescopes as well as in the
microscopes,

The basiccharacteristics of the reading telescope are: diameter
of the free aperture of the objective, 60 mm; equivalent focal
length, 458 mm; length of telescope, 422 mm; magnification x49;
resolution, 2 1'°5 ; field of view of telescope along vertical, 50';
field of view of telescope along horizontal, 35'; diameter of exit
pupil, 1.2 mm; extension of exit pupil, 7'mm; shortest pointing
distance, 4.2 mm; limits of focus of the eyepiece, + 6 diopters;
thickness of the graticle wires, 64; and the rangefrnder inter-
cept, 100.

The optical system of the objective of the microscope level
consists of a prism unit assembled on the bridge of the prisms,
the prisms, the objective of the microscope, and the displacement
prisms. The focal length of the objective of the microscope level
is 19.99 mm, The field of view of the system is 20 x 11 mm. The
magnification, of the objective is xO.09. The image of the ends
of the bubble of the level is located in the plane of the graticle
of the telescope and viewed through the eyepiece of the reading
telescope, The magnification of the mizrcszope !eve! is x2.42.

The paths of the rays in the optical system of the microscope
level travel as follows: Light, reflected from the mirror, illumi-
nates the spirit level. The bundle of rays from the illuminated
ends of the bubble of the level and the scale of the level pass
through the objective(of the microscope and the displacement prism
and fall on the graticle of the reading telescope, where both the
image of the ends of the bubble of the level and the scale of the
level are viewed through the objective of the microscope.
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47. Meshcherskiy, I, N., and I. I. Entin. Investigation of the
HB-4 level. Geodeziya i kartografiya, no. 4, 1962, 32-34.

QB275.045
ABSTRACT. Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 10, 1962, 10G 235. QBI.A17553

In 1961 an experimental model of the HB-4 level was Investi-
gated by the Central Scientific Research Institute of Geodesy,
Aerialr .. artography. This instrument is intended for
highly , _ precise leveling and differs from the HB-2
and Hb J Levels in that its reading telescope and spirit level are
enclosed in the metallic housing section of the telescope. The
purpose of this arrangement is to secure rapid equalization of
temperature within the telescope. This should reduce the varia-
tion in the angle (i) during the overall and one-sided heating
of the level during field operations. The investigation of the
dependence of the angle (i) on the heating of the level is de-
scribed and results are given. Results are compared with similar
data obtained from tests of othe' high-precision levels (see table),

Variation In angle () vith tep. varia-
tioa in 1*

HB-2 HB-4 W104 N3

Overall gradual heating or cooling o.6-o".9 0".2 0.2-0'.3 o".4

One-side heating or cooling 1.2-1.5 o.i-o.6 0.3 0.5
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4 Shakurov, P. F. Precision metal levels. Geodesy and cartog-
raphy, no. 7-(',, 19,), L~7-3-?. (Translated rrorn leodeziya I.
kartograf.,'a, no. 7 . l%9", 61-64.)

As is kneow . levels her found eiestv a"e in many Here, x is the deviation of the disk from the initial peitie,
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71w and olthe alcove Is IIinstdI 5In wWno ubber 1*t 5 65 mm and r - 20.6 m, Than. h - 0. 025 m.
bulb. After aquessing the bulb serald times, a low pressure
Is obtained, canming air to flew through tde aperture in the 7his arrangement, assembled by ti. a"tor in 1965, soe
diapraaM and to reek the bottom of the upper disk without high sositivity. To check the sensitivity. time level wee placed

~V~I'4*an time window sill of. s tone building. When a weight of
2 grams was placed an the window sill, time disk deviated by
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Mfedium-Precision Soviet Levels

49,. Romanov, L. A. The HC-2 and HC-3 engineering levels. IN HIS:
Telchnicheskiye niveliry (Engineering levels). M4oskva, Geo-
dezizdat, 1960. 3-11. TA565. R6

The levels described below are used in thze USSR ror thzird-
and fourthi-order leveling, for engineering projects, and to provide
vertical control for topographlic surveys. Othzer levels, generally
of thze spirit-level type, described in detail in thzis reference
(thze HB-1, Hr, HT, and HA1 levels) are not included in this report.
These data can be supplied upon request.

Historical Development

The HC-2 (Nivelir sistemy Stodolkevicha-2) level and its
successor, the HC-3 are based on a level originally designed by
0. Yu. StodolkevicA in 1945 and first issued In 1947 by the exper-i-
mental workshops of the Central Scientific Research Institute of

Geodey, ArialE~,tgr,,and Cartography as the HTC-46.

The HTC-46 system differed from those of other existing models
In that the horizontal croashair was replaced by the image o~f the
outline of the level's bubble as the rod reading Index, and the
adjustment of the sighting line In the horizontal position became
automatic; neither precise adjustment of the horizontal position
nor watching the position of the bubble were required since the
Image at Its outline served as the Index in reading the rod and the
line of sight adjusted itself automatically in the horizontal posh-
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tion. The number of gross errors in determining differences in
elevation are reduced, since readings on the rod have to be made
only if the index is in the field of view of the level's tele-
scope; measurements can be carried out both in windy weather and
on unstable ground (swampy, sandy) without distorting results.

However, the first model had the followin disadvantages
1) the index (image of the outline of the bubble was both curvi-
linear and too small, which made reading difficult; 2) large
variations in the length of the bubble (characteristic of cham-
bered levels) necessitated frequent adjustments in bubble length
and in the index; and 3) the eccentricity of the frame of the
telescope objective upset the centering of the optical system,
lowering considerably the quality of the image of the rod and
necessitating a decrease in the length of the sighting line, which,
under certain conditions, greatly complicated the use of the
level. These defects required corrections.

In 1951 a new model of the HTC-46 known as the HC-2 was devel-
oped and subsequently the HC-3, which incorporated the following
change introduced by L. A. Romanov: a cylindrical objective was
used to impart a rectilinear shape to the index and to increase its
size so that the mutually superimposed images of the opposite
ends of the bubble appeared as a long line resembling the hori-
zontal crosshair of the graticle and entirely convenient for making
readings on a faced rod, The HC-2 has a compensated cylindrical
level which maintains satisfactorily constant the length of the
bubble during operations at a station and eliminates frequent
adjustment of the index, The objective of the sighting telescope
is arranged in a centered frame, which considerably improves the
quality of the rod image and makes it possible to operate with a
long sighting line,

Measurements made with the HC-2 and HC-3 are free of the
inaccuracies inherent in other types of contemprary engineering
levels (eog,, those resulting from improper adjustment of the level
bubble at zero position at the moment of rod reading and instability
of the :eveling instrument during operation due to wind or uncon-
solidated ground) The HC-2 and HC-3 provide the necessary accuracy
in leveling, regardless of weather and terrain conditions.

Description

The HC-2 and HC-2 levels have a self-indexing line of sight,
They are intended for leveling with the horizontal ray with a mean
accidental error of not more than + 3 mm per km of line with a
line of sight up to 75 m,and not more than + 4 mm with a line of
sight up to 10C T Ordinary leveling .ods wrth centimeter divisions
are used with tne HC-2 and HC-3.
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In the HC-2 and HC-3, the coinciding images of the opposite
ends of the bubble appear as a straight line, which serves as the
index in reading the rod instead of the usual graticle. Two hori-
zontal cross hairs for determining distances are also in the tele-
scope's field of view. The straight line passing through the index
and the principal point in the objective of the sighting telescope
(equivalent to the lens) is the line of sight. In leveling, the
line of sight remains horizontal even when the telescope Is tilted
to + 90". In addition, the reading index and the image of the
rod-move in the field of view of the telescope in the same direc-
tion and to the same extent, so that the readings on the rod are
not affected. The instrument consists of a sighting telescope,
a tripod, and a tribrach which is used to fasten the level to the
tripod.

The sighting telescope consists of an objective, an eyepiece,
a prism contained in the housing, and the focusing lens, which is
inside the telescope. The focusing lens is moved by a knob. The
housing contains the cylindrical level and an optical system which
transmits the images of the ends of the bubble in the field of view
of the telescope and the conical axis of rotation of the instru-
ment. A bracket supporting the circular control level and three
adjustment screws are attached to the sleeve.

The HC-2 tribrach consists of two plates attached to each
other. The upper plate has slots for the footscrews and an open-
ing with an internal thread for the tripod screw in which the
sleeve is fastened, The tribrach connects the level to the tri-
pod. The image of the bubble of the level is transmitted to the
field or view of the telescope by an optical system consisting
of two pentaprisms, two separate prisms, rectangular prisms, and
a cylindrical obJective. The telescope's eyepiece Is displaced
relative to tne axis, and the coincidence of the rod and bubble
images in one focal plane is achieved by a prism. The positicn
of the pentapr4sm must correspond to the length of a bubble, else
the index appears as two parallel lines. Correspondence between
the position of the pentaprism and the length of the bubble Is
achieved by means of a regulating screw. The index must appear
as a single line.

The basic characteristics of the HC-series levels arei mag-
nification of the telescope, xl; equivalent focal length of the
objective of the telescope, 314 mm; aperture of the objective,
34 mm; field rf view of the telescope along the vertical, 60';
field of view of the telescope along the horizontal, 30:; diameter
of the exit pupil, 1i mm; distance of the exit pupil, 7 mm; magni-
fication of tre eyepiece, x25; shortest sighting distance, 3 m;
range finder :ntercept, 100; cylindrical level compensated with
a division value of 30 per 2 m; magnification of the cylindrical
objective, xOC22; and the value of one division of the circ.ilar
level, 7 15' per 2 m., The HC-2 is manufactured by the 7*Aero-
geopribor 4n Moscow.
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50. Ablssov, A. Lo A new self-indexing level. IN Vaesoyuznyy
nauchno-issledovatel'skly marksheyderskiy institut, Sbornik
statey po voprosam marksheyderskogo dela, vyp. 41 (Collection
of art11 oon problems in mine surveying, no. 41). Leningrad,
Geoaezizuat, 1961, 188-199
ABSTRACT Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 12, 1961, 12G 265. QB1A17553

The design of the H-K1I level with a mirror compensator,
developed by the All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Mining
Surveys, is described, The H3K{-l level is designed for third- and
fourth-order surface leveling and for the first and second cate-
gories of underground leveling. The principal technical charac-
teristics of the level arez magnification of the reducing tele-
scope, x28; field of view, 1020.; diameter of the aperture of the
objectiv 40 mm; resolving power of the telescope, 4'; focal
length of the objective, 256 mm; shortest sighting distance, 1.5 m;
value of the graduations of the circular level for preliminary
adjustment of the instrument, 15', damping time of compensator
vibrations, 0.5 to 1 sec; limits of operation of compensator,
+ 20' and + 25'; coefficient of range finder,100; and the weignt of
The instruient (without case), 1.9 kg. A flat mirror with a sur-
face coating is located between the three-lens objective and the
focusing lens, which changes the direction of the sighting line
to 900. The compensator, a flat mirror suspended on four filaments
made from 7 '2i im bronze, Is situated above the telescope's ob-
jective. Tne ends of the filament are attached to tongs, The
upper tongs are attached to guide strips which can be moved longi-
tudinally (in adjusting the compensator). A metallic casing and
protective cover glass protect the mechanism of the compensator
and the objective from the effects of the outside medium. The
compensator is equipped with an air damper and a vibration-stopping
device. The clearance between the walls of the damper cylinder
and the piston is 0.15 mm.

Control tests of the HKH-I level are examined and the results
reported. Laboratory investigations have shown that the mean square
error in reading the rod, which includes the error in setting the
sighting axis in the horizontal position and errors in pointling
and reading, is approximately 1,5. Errors of closure in levelIng
lines run at various industrial sites were found to be considerably
smaller than the permissible errors. The operating efficiency of
the HSR- level is 1.5 to 2 times greater than that of levels of
older design. The optimum distance from the level to the rods is
70 to 75 mo
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51. Abissov, A. L. H3K-1 level With a self-indexing sihtl
line. Gornyy zhurnal, no. 5, 1961, 73. "J4. G8 1921
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy shurnal. Astronomlya 1 geodeziya,
no. 8, 1961, 8G 274. Ql.A17553

A level with a mirror compensator, designed at the All-Union
Scientific Research Institute of Mining Surreys, is described.
Technical data on the HN-1 level areas follows: magnification
of the t e 1 e 9 cope, x28; field of view, V120 '; free aperture of the
objective 40 mm; focal length, 256; shortest sighting distance,
1.5 m; value of a division of the circular level, 15'; limits
of operation of the compensator, + 20'; time of waning of vibra-
tions of the compensator, 0.5 to 17 see; and wekpt of the
Instrument, 1.9 kg. The compensator is situated In front of the
objective of the telescope in a special housing. It consists of
a mirror fastened to the body, fbri"n metallic tapes, and a cyl-
indrical air damper. Field tesz of the H3K-1 level showed that
it may be used for third- and fourth-order leveling on the surface
and categories I and II In mines. Productivity In working with
the H3X-1 as compared with an ordinary level Is increased 1.5 to
2 times. Optimum distance frnm the level to the rods Is 70 to
75 m.

52. Churilovskiy, V. N. Theoretical bases for the operating
principle of a self-indexing level with a vertically sus-
pended mirror. IN: Vsesoyumnyy nauchno-isledovatel'skiy
marksheyderskiy institut. Sbornik statey po voprosam
marksheyderskogo dela, vyp. 41 (Collection of articles on
problems in mine surveying, no. 41). Leningrad, Geodezlzdat,1961. 13 4-lu5.
ABSTRACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 3, 1962, 3G 283. QBloA17553

The small range of the angle of inclination of the axis of
*he instrument and the sensitivity of the compensator to temperature
changes are described an the principal shortcomings of present
models of the self-indexing level. In order to overcome these
deficiencies, a design was proposed for a compensator which con-
sists of four flat mirrors, three securely fastened to the instru-
ment and the fourth (the compensator itself) suspended vertically
by two short bent wires, The mirror compensator is located be-
tween the two telescope systems parallel to the light rays. The
optical design of the reading telescope of the proposed level is
given. The operating principle of the compensator is discussed
and errors peculiar to a self-indexing level during longitudinal
and lateral Inclination are investigated.
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53. Batrakov, Yu., V. D. Yeremeyev, and L. B. Savinov. Investi-
gation and field use of the HJ-3 level. Geodeziya i karto-
graflya, no, 11, 1961, 29-32. (Translation available)

49275.G4a5
ABSTRACTt Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya I geodeziya,
no. 4, 1962, 4G 530 QBI.A17553

To test its performance, the HJI-3 was used to run an inclined
line between 39 bench marks to dtsrxmino differences in measuring clevs-

' y geometric leveling using a third-ovaer program and
It h Z h e HA-3 (h). The mean square errors, computed according

to the differences (h - ho), were + 8.2 mm/100 m and + 26 mm/km.
The HA-8 also was used to run 1lj1-lnes of levels between bench
marks the heights of which were determined by fourth-order leveling.
The lengths of the traverses varied from 0.3 to 9.4 km, and the
total length of all lines was 578 km. The mean square error of
determination of relative elevations with the HA-3 was about
8 cm/km. It was established that with the HJI-3, in computing
permissible errors of closure of leveling lines used to run lines
over which the line of sight was up to 250 m, the value
f ruis = + 18 L cm, where L equalled the length of the line in
kilometers.- The 99-3 can also be used for level control, for aerial
photographs, and for controllinL 7alcs.

East German Levels

54, Neubert, K., and W. Werrman. Testing the operation of the
Koni-007 level at the Mine Surveying Institute and in field
use. Vermessungstechnik, v. 10, no. 3, 1962, 69-75.

TA5o +V38
ABSTRACT% Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 11, 196., fG f QBl.A17553

The results of the investigations made by the Zeiss People
Establishment of the Koni-007 level are described. Rods were set
up successively at 10, 15, 45, 50, 60, and 70 meters from the
instrument to determine the pointing error. Five series of obser-
vations with 10 pointings were carried out for each of the dis-
taaes; the mean square errors of one pointing on the rod divisions
were found to equal + 0.023, + 0.030, + 0.079, + 0.101, + o125,
and + 0.169 mm, respictively.- The error of insralling tie compen-
sato was determined simultaneously with the errors of pointing
at the sighting target, For this purpose the hair of the graduated
micrometer, installed in the laboratory 8.5 m from the instrument,
was used. The value of mo = + 0%'°19 was obtained. The error of
pointing on the hair of the micrometer was also determined in
order to distinguish it from the operating range of the compensator
(when the cutoff device is not present); the value was found to
equal ms  + On.12. Thus, the mean square error of the installa-
tion of the-compensator, computed in accordance with the formula
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M k  + A,/M m, amounted to + 0".15. The operating range of the
compensator was about 121. The instrument worked better tilted
laterally than tilted forward. The mean square error of the setting
of the circle level, determined with the aid of an examiner, equalled
+ 24". Repeated leveling, using one position of the instrument and
f the rods, was carried out instead of reciprocal leveling to deter-
mine the inclination of the line of sight a. The result obtained
was: U = +0,312 mm/km = 0".0644. The error of the "zero point"%
(the error corresponding to the error caused by angle (i) in instru-
ments having levels) was investigated 15 times at distances of

-30-15 m. The limiting values of 6 were +7 o42 and -5'.06.
The mean square error of the determination of 6 was + 011.82. The
relationship between 6 and temperatures was not established. Alto-
gether, 46.4 km of lines of reciprocal leveling were run, forming a sys-
t1aof polygons, The mean square kilometric error of the r eciprocal
ieveLing In terms of the error of closure of the polygons amounted
to + 0.44 mm. The work was executed at a rate of 1.11 km/hr. Along
hard-surface roads the instrument was set up 26 times per hour, and
14 times per hour on steep slopes. When the line of sight ws O ".,

243 seconds were required; when it was 40 m, 264 secondr were re qtired.

55. The Ni-2 level, Eisenbahntechnische rundschau, v. 11, no. 4,
1962, 7 TF3.E18
ABSTRACT, Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 8, 1962, 8G 124. QB1.A17553

The advantages of using the Ni-2 for leveling along railroad
beds are pointed out,
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APPENDIX A

GEODETIC INSTRUMENTS MANUFACTURED IN
SOVIET -BLOC COUNTRIES

Zeiss Geodetic Instruments

1. Vyskocil,/ Geodetic instrrments, devices, and equipment,
Geodeticky a kartograficky obzor, v. 7, no. 12, 1961, 238.
ABSTRACT. Referativnyy zhurnal, Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no0 7, 1962w 7G 231. QB-.A17553

Instruments and equipment manufactured by Zeiss are enumerated,
They include the following theodolites and levels:

Theo 120-small theodolite; 3- and 1.75-a invar rods for precision
leveling;

Theo 020-1' theodolite with self-
indexing vertical circle; Teletop range finder;

Theo OlO-theodolite; Lotakell 004 range finderi

Ni 060-lw-accuracy level; Dimeskeil 002 range finderi

Ni 030-engineering level ('mean Rodta 002 reducing taebymeter, and
square error per km cf reciprocal the Dahita 020 C reducing tachymeter,
line, + 2-3 mm, and 0 0.8 mm when both with additiomal tables for semi-
used with a micrometer having a automatic pointing on 71. i -,nth an
plane-parallel plate. accuracy of + 0.1 M;

Koni 007 level with a seif-indexing MIT 006 reduction tachymeter;
line of sizht (mean square error
per km cf reciprocel line, with a and the Phe.reo 19/1318 phct&t1eodolite.
micrmeter, 4 0.5 to C.8 Mmm, and
without a micrcmeter, t 2 to 3 SM);

Ni 004 hig-precuibon level (mean
square error per km reciprocal line:

+ 0.4~ mm);



2. Jobst, Rudolf. New instruments of the Zeiss People - Establish-
ment at the 1961 technical exhibit in Leipsig. Monatsschrift fr
feinmechanik und ..ptik, v. 78, no. 3, 1961, 85-90.
ABSTRACT. Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 6, 1962, 6G 241. QBI.AI7553

The Tneo 120 theodolite, the BRTO06 base-reduction tachymeter,
the meridian finder, the stereometrograph, coordinatometer, and
other instruments and devices shown at the exhibit by the Zeiss
People'- Establishment, are described briefly.

Czechoslova' Instruments

3. Michalek, Svatopluk, Czefosstakgeodeu kutiments. Geodeticky
a kartografickf obzor, v. 7, no. 11, L9ol, eAj-Z±(.
ABSTRACT' Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodeziya,
no. 6, 1962, 6G 242. QBloA17553

The development of geodetic instrument construction in
Czechoslovakia is reviewed. Short descriptions are given for the
geodetic instruments issued in Czechoslovakia up to 1945 (the
Dupl ex°. 1' theodolite, the Frid 9RN 30" tachymeter, the Fric-13
1' tachymeter, and the TN-25 20r theodolite) and after 1945
by the People;3 Establishment, Meorta, in Prague (a 301' theodo-
lite with the Th x30 vernier, the N x30 level, the T 1c optical
theodolite, the MT-10 1' theodolite with a scale microscope, the
MT-20 10' theodolite with an eyepiece micrometer, and the MN-20
level with a self-indexing pointing axis).

Ht'gsarian Gecde: : frstruments

4. Zeeman, Josefo Hun arian geodetic instruments of recent
manufacture. Geodzia 4s kartografia, v. 7, no, 12, 1961,
230-237.
ABSTFACT: Referativnyy zhurnal. Astronomiya i geodezlya,
no. 7, 1962, 7G 233. QBIAI7553
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APPENDIX B

The fol lowing is a reproduction of a translati on of the
Basic Regulations on the Establishment of the State Geo-
detic Network of the USSR published in Geodesy and Car-
tography, no. 9i 1961, 406 -41Q. (Translated fromz Geodeziya
i kartogoafiya, no. 9, 1961, d1.

It than 200 kin, and located. insofar as possible. along mneri-

dae as fr opgrphc urey a n mas ma. hr irs-re triangulation link consists of triangles.,
satisfy ths requirementa of lhs matiomal ooonomy mad the close to equilateral, or of a combination of triangles, geo-
defese of the coltry for lhs solution of approphiate scion- detic quadrilaterals and central-point systems. The lengths
lifte and techeical eqinseriag tanks. of the aides in first-order triangulation links usually should

be no shorter than 20 km. Ban sideal ares measured at the
82 ends of first-order triangulation links. Laplace stations are

determined at both sads of die ban sWes (at ths spaxes of lbs
lbs Slats geodetic aetwork Is slabldWe by lbs methods polygo).

of triangulaion. polypomomm"a. trilaisratiom. ad combina-
tiomaof them. A first-order polyponoietric link ahould be extended

linearly and onsist of no more than 10 aides having a length
In each region the establiahment of the gsodstic network of the order of 20 to 25 km. Laplace stations are determined

should be effected by diet method which provides the mad- at both ends of ths extreme sides of the links (at the apexes
amm sooRMo of eS'ls a d expese. Ezosption to this Of the polygons).
rule is permittad when the work is of an urgood; nabare.

Is
13

The mesa squars error of the measured angles at the
The Elate gsodetio network in subdivided into first-, ataim of first-order triangulation links ahould be no more

scond-, third- and fourtli-orders.* They differ from one than * 0".?7 (in ths error of closure of die triangles) and no
another in the amraay of the measurements of angles and more than * 0". 4 at first-ordsr polygocometric stations
distancs. the length of the sides In the network, ad the (from processing of ths results of measurements at the eta-
sequence in which they are mthesqusmtly developed. lions).

Ths @We firt-order geodetic network. the astronomic- 86
geodoe di s. Is iasisi for scentific investigations
akeosabod with the defiio ltom of the figre m dimes- The mesa square errors In the lengths of the base sides of
sits of abs earlh sad for the asmasks of a uniform system first-order triangulation links should not exceed 1: 400, 000.
of esot11 1 ovsr the antire territy of the LSIL The and is the lengths of the sides of first-order polygonometric
Soft first- sad neosed-otiss gedst saetworks as. the links - 1:300. 000 Crom the processing of the results of
heals for the doees--- --- of atmeks of lower orders. The messaremeffts at staitoos).
810@ third- said ferh-r e w gaistoMet ks an Used to-fn esetw newk. The measrerment of the bans sides in triangulation iinks

and of sides in ftrst-order polygooomslzy is acconiplisied
The emtbbitdset of lbs lo gande netowk is ually with a precision gsodiome.srtys instrument.

aesfsd in aesedeass wit lbs fafmuiple of trsaslton from
so Immoral 16 the pesteor. In idilvlual cons:

IN a) ths measurement of the lengths of the bane sides can be
soocupllshed with a first-order Ysdsria apparatus,

Ubs Slam fist-stio es gMst asftvfk Is eaisd in
the ferm me13am hein pslse of notIn 1.0006ha b) In lieu of ban side itls possible to determine initial
foMW 11W 4issngm e orpeyganem ie Uilaha-m lesser alde" from ban metwor- in which the baes ane measured

wit a first-ordler Tedeula hen Weuaa with an ortor of
- so mee than 1: 1.006.006. The error of the ompuied initial

*JR ths 1"Ma mi the " I Wood "kiss. is issasleed an stes sold Yso od Laoss , 000.
"sties" whm used in enseeflsm ofth taoodaU or level-
iog. maom" "een s get amsesaft esquialeft to-
U.S. "sties9". ("i.)

'Ban OWs, n to h a Ovs to a side of tilangulation
esib s inaee r Wa herebu. "Seo",m. ssa"ow mufse-rd rely by a Tedsuia hens asre or a god-

10 --III Na do-~~ O- vp letomd MWba- M replaeeso b "
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IF The length of the sides in a second-order network can be
increased in those cases when individual sections of the net

The mean square errors of determinations at Laplace coincide with large swamps which are difficult to traverse,
stations should not soceed weaer bodies, high mountains, end regions with shifting sand.

in astronomic latitude - 0l'.3, The establishment of the State second-order geodetic net-
in astronomic longitde -k *05.03. work by the polygonometric method will be executed in each
In astreooi asimuth- *0. a. indlividual case in accordance with a specially developed pro-

gram.
Errors in determmatiesa are omutd from the results

of measurements at sta~ses taking the error of the personal l
equation Into enaideration when detrmining longitude.

The mean square error in the measured angles at stations
a in the second-order net should not exceed *1".* 0 (in triangu-

lation - from errors of closure of triang'l's. and in poly-
It is possible to establish a continuous network of first- gofometry - from errors in closure of the losed figures).

order triangulation in certain regions in lU of polygons
formed by triangulation links or first-order polygonometry. 112
The length of the sides in continuous first-order networks is
determined depending on the physlosl-gscgrsehlo conditions Sase aides in continuous second-order triangulation nets
and the particular density of stations but, as a rule, it can- should be evenly distributed and not less than every 25 tin-
not be lees than 20 km. angles apart Ad one base side should be situated approxi-

msately In the middle of the polygon.
Continuous triangulation noe or first-order polygonometay.

in oaae of necessity, can be established In polygons laid out The relative error in the base sides should be no more
in accordance with H4. than 1: 300, 000, and in the aides of a polygonometric not -

1:32M, 000 (from p.ocssing data at the station).
The base sides and Laplace stations in continuous first-

order networks are determined approximately awary 10 sides. Il3

In first-order networks the accuracy of the measured In a second-order network,* Laplace stations are deter-
angles, sides, and astronomic determinations sheuld corne- mined at the ends of the base side or the side of a polygono-
spond to the requirements indicated in 66. 6 and 7. metric network located in the middle of a polygon. The accu-

I racy of the determination of the astronomic latitudes, longi-
Be tides and azimuths should satisfy the requirements in 37.

At stations of the State first- and send-order geodstic 114
network coinciding with the principal astronmo-gravinetric
leveling lines, the astronomic latitudes sd longtudes are The staions of the State third- and fourth-order triangula-
determined in accordance with the p or stolnomic- tion networks are deternned relrktive to stations of higher
gravisnetnic leveling. *rftrs~y the insertion of rigorous systemaZ or individual

stations. T'he lengths of sides, as a rule, should be: in
The principal astronomic-gravimetric leveling linee ame third-order triangulation nets - 5 to t kia, in fourth-order

networks - 2 to 5 km. In all cases, the distances between
1. Pulkovo-Nikolayev; station not o ceee by measured directions belonging to
2. Pulkovo-Delomorak; adjacen systems should not be less than: in third-order
3. Glazov-Vorkuta--Salekhard, networks - 4 km, and in fourth-order networks - 3 km.
4. Villnus-Orsha-Vyaams-Ulyanowak-Ufa-Chelya- The determination of stations in third-order netw,rks, as a

Mansk- Nowcibirsk-4traaicyersk-TiAyshe rule, should be accomplished by the system of insertion.
S. Dragebych-Ktiev- IS oKlrlwoTmr-

Dolkhash-Udshar, In establishing third- Ad fourth-order networks by the
S. Kuaeay-Ura. Ty"M; polygocometry method the determination of stations of the
7. Tayast-Vitim-ftmtar-Ustye Vi'yoya-Tlhst appropriate order is accomplished by laying out systems of
S. Tays t-ts-iaU ordobevk t4riverses or individual traverses tied to stations of a higher
9. Kurgsn-4nleiard order.

10. Kranoyarsk-OdAMa;
11. Tiksi-Niahne-Kolyank. In thi case there should be no more than two turning

The mean square errors in astranaeal lattaft an points between points of intersection or between POint3 -If
Iogtades should not exceed the values shown ia 8 intersetion and initial points. The shorlebt side of a *t rd-

order traverse is 3 kin; for a fourth-order traverbe it is
1110 2km.

The 9tat second-order gsodstio network ia established If the distance between stations corsesponding 4o differ-
is te form of triangulaton neworks, Cempletely cowering ent traverses is loe than 4 km in a tbfrd-order network and
the triangles of a polygon, Id 'by trimloae lIaks or I*" than 3 km in a fourth-order network, provision *"mold
firs-order petygeonsta7. be made for their soutaal oemeetion.

The sides as the tu e is a Men-ed N ewoe NOW
bmv a 1600 ON be.' toM11 s a general case e term "rigorous sysem" meons a not

so aWnt--d aewly determI statios hoe coneectes
The se969811M of 1e lons ofdi sa s am" i ON so ee wMt all aliom of a highe order or of the sae order sits-

is eas* teav"l skiS hoW be disi. ed tIf B Imdide vicinity.
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115 must be established at each station in the State geodetic net-
work at distances of 500 to 1,000 m from the b wtion (no

The measurement of angles at third- and fourth-order closer than 250 in in the forest). In isolated cases a geodetic
stations should be executed with the following mean square tower of local landmark (towe" spire, Sell tower, mosque,
errors: in third-order networks, no more than *1".5, and etc.), situated-no more than 2 or 3 km from a station in the
In fourth-order networks, no more than *2.0 (based on the State geodetic network, can be used as one of the azimuth
errors of closure of the triangles or closed figures). 3  marks it If it clearly visible from the ground to the base.

The angles between adjacent sides of tbe network and the
The mean square errors of the measurement of the lengths directions to the azimuth marks should be measured with a

of the sides of third-order polyonometric traverses should mean square error of no more than *2".5.
not exceed 1:200,000 and should not exoed 1:180,000 for
fourth-order traverses (based on the results of measurements 520
at the stations. 4

The establishment of the State geodetic network by the
316 method of trilateration Is executed in accordance with a

scheme and procedure worked out in each individual case after
If third- and fourth-order networks are being developed taking into consideration the physical-geographic and other

in small sections as isolated continuous triangulation net- conditions in the work area.
works, then the base aides in such networks are measured
every 20 to 25 triangles, but there are to be no loetM two 121
base sides. The mes square error in the bass sides should
not exceed 1:200,000. The following norms ane estblished for the density of

stations in the State goodeatic etwork to serve as control for
Third- and fourth-order polygonometrie networks in this topographic surveys:

same case are estabished with polyps having the following
perimeters: in third-order networks - no more than 60 km, for surveys at a scale of 1:25,000
sad in fourth-order networks - no more than 36 km. aad 1:1t,000 - one station every 50

to 60 square
The connection of isated networks with networks of higher kilometers.

orders Is accomplished during the development of the latter. for surveys at a scale of 1:5.000 - one station every 20
to 30 square

J17 kilometers,
for surveys at a mee of 1:2,000

The estL,.shmet of the State first- and second-order am! larger - one station every 5
geodetio network should be executed in accordance with a to 15 square
unified long-range plan and in the prescribed sequence. kilometers.

In ;he establishment of the State first- and saood-order The norm of a density of one station for 50 -60 square
goodeticnetwork, proviin should be made for ibeir mutual kilometers, as a rule, is established for laying out first-,
connection into a single whole and breaks should not be per- second-, and third-order networks.
mifted between the networks of adjacent links and networks
if they are located closer ta 50 km from newly planned The density of stations in the Stt geodetic network la
networks, areas which are difficult-of-access can be decreased depend-

Ing on local conditions and requirements, but by no more
In polygons which are close in ehs to normal polygons, than one sad one-half times.

if more than h -covered IVe soond-order network, pro-
vision should be made fee ceing the remaiafi pert of the Surveys in small areas at the scales mentioned above may
polygon with frlt- or saecd-orisr networks in the 1mm.- be made only on survey control, that is, without developing
datfisture. the State goodetic network.

f18 Specific directions on establishing the density of stations
in the State geodetic network are contained in the current

The elevation of each slation in the @W" toodt ic net- Instructions on the execution of topographic surveys.
work should be determined by waot N * o tr momtr3leveing.

519 In the eus of cities having no less than 100,000 ir,. '.i-
tents or aotpying an area of not less than 50 square k)iU-

Two azimufith (roferene) points (wfith subsurface marks) ets within tcity limits, the State geodetic net is plarned
in such a way that there will be one station, on the average,
every 5 to 15 square kilometers and, in the event that the
network within the city is already developed at the time work

3A1 three aogles are measured in the triangles of triangt- begins, it should be reliably tied to the All-Union geodetic
latin of all orders. network.

'In Iividal a ens, for fitrd- .d birti-order polypeo- 823
metric sides, whoe lengt ar close to the mmii, So
permissible relave er he 1:1M.00 i 1:100,0W, In thse cases when It sems advantageous is tpchnicai
respeutively. ad economie respects in a particular ares, ap 40owing are

eThe inAats~ rM used han lieal mas "geometric".
h U.S. usige . m reer to spr leveling altiugthey n ,s s aprs "spiri-leveed" I'eivsillr-
voolry " 1own m m wse . (fi.)
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permitted: The origin of the coordinates in each zone is the point of
intersection of the axial meridian with the equator; the value

a) the State geodetic network may have a density of one of the ordinate on the axial meridian is assumed to equal
station per SO to 60 or more square kilometers. only when 500 kin.
second-order networks are being established;

126
b) where there are no first- and second-order stations.

with only third-order networks being established, the denity In regions of surveys at a scale of 1:5.000 and larger.
may be one station every 20 to 20 kilometers; rewtsgular coordinates in 3" soms are computed for the

staions of the State geodetic network, in addition to the
c) where there are no first-, econd-, ad .3rd-order rectangular cor-dnates in C smes. The axial meridians

etations, with only fous th-ordr networks being tIi~ei, of * r smos are I1, 2r. w. 17 r.
the density may be one staticn every 6 to 15 We-
meters; keptions to this rule are specified in the appropriate

instructions or regulations.
d) where there are first- ad seonid-order stations.

fourth-order networks may be estabised. b9 peng third- 129
order networks, with a deeity of on station each S to 15
square kilometers. The State geodetic networks, before their adjustment,

should be referred to the surface of the Krasovskly reference
The directions in pointa b) end 0) of this paragraph are ellipeod, for which appropriate reductions are introduced

applicable to cases when the area of the geodetic control into the lengths of mamoured lines and into the angles of
does not exceed 3,000 square kilometers. gasbIlsled first- and second-order networks and, in cases of necessity,
third- and fourth-order networks ar subject to omcecion In networks of lower orders.
with a network of a higher order when work is des in @ad-
cMnt sectors. 530

924 All State geodetic networks are stbject to adjutment in
the 1942 system of coordinates during the year following the

The stations of the State geodetic network are marked by year of completton of the network in each section.
especially reliable subsurface structures disks).

The final coordinates of stations in the State geodetic net-
625 work are computed as soon as possible, as first- and second-

order networks completely cover the polygon of an astro-
Linear measurements in te State geodetic network should geodetic polygon whose stations have coordinates computed

be related to the length of the three-meter bars Nos. 541 or in the course of common adjustment of the astrogeodetic
No. 612 which are calibrated annually agaist th USR network.
standard metr bar No. 8.

If the geodetic networks do not completely cover a poly-
026 gin of the astrogeodetic network, or if they are adjusted

within a polygon which was not inclded In the common ad-
The coordinates of all stations in the State geodetic not- justment of the astrogeodetic network, the coordinates of the

work are computed in a uniform system of geodetic aordl- stations in the adjusted network are considered preliminary.
estes - "in the 1942 system", establishad by a Decree of
the Council of Ministre of t R of April 1946, No. A new adjustment of the astrogeodetic network should be

6. made within two or three years after completion of the astro-
geodetic network. This adjustment should include triangula-

The initial data of this system are: tic lisa. polygenometric work, and continuous first-order
networks, the prinelpal, up-dated sood-order triangulation

a) the Kraovddy referenm ellipsoid - major son-axis chains, and also - in suitable form - ctntinuous second-
6,378,245 m, flattening 1:26.2; order networks completed before the beginning of the ad)ust-

meat of the astrogeodetic net and which were estatih hed in
b) the olevation of the gold at Pulkovo above the refer- aacrdance with the Basic Regulations of 1954 and to .fe cur-

enoe ellipsoid is equal to soro; rent Bad Regulations.

a) the geodetic ecordinaste of the Pulkovo Obervatory The over-all adjustment of the atrogoodetc network and
(eanter of tower A); the adjustment of second-, third- and fourth-order networks

is made in accordance with the instructions In special regu-
d) the geodetic asu from Pulkovo (tower A) to Dugry loations.

station (Iebllaeskay bes network). 831

The geodetic network in rogons remote from the general
national network cm be compoted temporarily from a local Catalogs of the coordinates of stations in the Stat. geo-
initial geodetic station. In such oas .3 netwrk in qius- dtic network are prepared and published in accordance with
tion should be eomesed with the national network as soon established procedures.
as possible.

132
SIT

I is permissible to establisn a special-purpose network
RoleeaNdar eros f" al stadions in te aft e ao- in amordance with a procedure worked out for each particu-

dew mestek M m- eo sd oe ge emse to M ams proe- lar as for ontrolling a number of enginse ring opetrations
tic., is . me. -41 md mesions ONs V soms are which require especially hig accuracy of the geodetic net-
arl 27, r. , ... , lW, ... , 17W. work, or if It should be of a specific construction.
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Second-, third- and fourth-order triangulation. *stab- The field men in charge of angle and linear measuirements
lished in accordance with the "asice Regulations of 1930', and setronmIc and gravimetric determinations should be gee-
are covered by a new network only in those nws Where their detic engineers or, in exceptional cases, geodetic technicians
accuracy and the density of stations des not sWt* the who have had appropriate experience in this particular work.
requiremnents of the schedalod' tc6skegesl 11Work.

336
In indvdual case the desity ofaeesa b nrae These "Basic Regulations on the Establishment of the State

to the required density byr the isariesr of eMe stds Geodetic Network of the IUR"W are called the 'Basic Regfula-
of the required. accuracy. tin of 1954-1961".

M3 The baic regulations ware drawn up by a commission
made up of the following persos: S.0G. Sudakov. T. F. Mlel-

The marks of all orders and datervaised reference features sanMIro. A.I. Bulanov, A.!. Durne, S.V. Yeliseyev, P.S.
in the State geodetic aetwork are suboec to regular Wepee- Zakatov, A.A. Isotor, G.M. Karlov, B.S. Kuz'min, A.D.
tion in accordance with the Decree at the Cornedl of Ministers Ifukudakin, A. P. Kolupayer, Ye. A. IKoslova. B. A. Larin,
of the USSR of 4 December 1051. No. 4946. The resterstiap D. A. Laris, B. A. LiyMno,, A. V. Masayev, L. P. Pellinen,
of the external identification of stations should be aocom- A.I. Pstroy A.I. Solovyev. A. F. Tomilin. 5.5. Uralov,
plished during each inspection. 4.36. Uspenekiy, M.P. Fomin, V. N. Shishkda, and A. P.

ame-o.
In the event of the destruction of the referes es res,

the latter are usally re-determIned. 13 Jame 1061 3. Sudskow. Commnission Chairman
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